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ABSTRACT

Ultrasonic non-destructive evaluation is generally used in industry because of its
excellent defect detection potential. The ultrasonic waves propagating in a bounded
waveguide are called guided waves. Long range ultrasonic guided waves have intrigued
investigators for years because of an ability to test structures over a long distance from a
single sensor position. Guided waves have much more complex wave behavior than bulk
waves in infinite media. Plane-strain guided waves in a single layer plate with traction
free boundaries are Lamb waves. The Lamb type guided waves in hollow cylinders
spread out and wrap around the circumference when propagating in an axial direction.
Therefore, except for the guided waves with axisymmetric energy distributions in a tube,
there are an infinite number of non-axisymmetric wave modes called flexural modes that
have similar particle behavior as the axisymmetric mode in the same group.

Focusing at a certain point in a hollow cylinder is implemented by utilizing the
non-axisymmetric energy distributions of flexural wave modes. There are two types of
focusing in pipes: natural focusing and phased array focusing. When a partially loaded
excitation is used to generate guided waves in cylindrical shells, the excited flexural
modes lead to ultrasonic energy naturally focused at certain positions. This special
natural focusing phenomenon can be used to improve guided wave inspection results in
hollow cylinders.
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By applying input time delays and amplitudes for a multi-channel ultrasonic
signal generation system, one can focus the guided waves at a pre-selected position. The
input parameters of the ultrasonic phased array are calculated by implementing a
deconvolution computation of the displacement angular profiles excited by one excitation
channel. Because the angular profiles of the circumferential displacement distributions in
a hollow cylinder are decided by the excitation sources, focusing results are strongly
affected by the excitation conditions.

A source influence for focusing potential in pipes must be considered. Research
shows that excitation focusing potential in hollow cylinders depends highly on the
frequencies and sizes of the excitation transducers. An infinitely long transducer along
the axis only generates axisymmetric guided waves, although a short axial transducer
length has little influence on the focusing results. A transducer with a small
circumferential length usually leads to drastic variations of energy distributions in the
circumferential direction. These sharp angular profiles could lead to a failure of the
phased array focusing technique. If a low frequency guided wave group propagates in a
pipe with a small diameter, the flexural modes may be cut-off or have much different
velocities from the axisymmetric mode. A single axisymmetric mode can never achieve
focusing. Hence, contour charts of focusing potential at different frequencies and with
various circumferential excitation lengths are used as directories of the focusing
procedures.
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Because the geometry changes or material inhomogeneities in a hollow cylinder
could affect the angular profiles and focusing potential, three-dimensional finite element
analysis (FEA) was employed to simulate guided wave propagation and scattering in
these regions. Numerical simulations show that guided waves are successfully focused
beyond small defects and anisotropic welds. However, seam welds and elbows have
extreme effects on the angular profiles: ultrasonic guided waves often tend to concentrate
in a seam weld and elbows force a guided wave group to be separated into different
groups. Therefore, a time reversal technique is utilized to achieve focusing through these
media. For the phased array used as a time-reversal mirror (TRM), the input signal is the
time reversed signals, which are then received from a transmitter or reflector at a
predetermined focal position.

Theoretical and experimental results show the power of focusing in the long range
ultrasonic guided wave inspection of pipe. Therefore, the research of focusing potential in
hollow cylinders becomes a significant achievement for applying pipeline integrity
evaluations.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Problem Statement
Ultrasonic non-destructive testing (NDT) techniques are developed as a practical
tool for evaluating the quality and possible failure of structures. The NDT inspection of a
structure is carried out by examining ultrasonic wave propagation in the structure and
subsequent wave reflections and transmissions. Therefore, a study of the characteristics
of ultrasonic waves in various geometrical waveguides and materials becomes quite
indispensable.

Ultrasonic waves can be bulk waves or guided waves. Bulk waves are waves
traveling in infinite media; guided waves, such as Lamb waves, surface waves, and
interface waves, exist only in bounded waveguides. The guided waves propagating in
cylindrical waveguides are investigated in this work. Due to their excellent defect
detection sensitivity and ability for propagating long distances, ultrasonic guided waves
have been increasingly used in many industrial applications including nondestructive
evaluation [1]. All characteristics of guided waves, such as guided wave dispersion, wave
structure, source influence and numerous simulations, are summarized by Rose (2002)
[2].
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Based upon the research results from Gazis (1959) [3, 4] and Ditri and Rose
(1992) [5], Li and Rose developed an analytical method to simulate the energy
distribution in the circumferential direction (known as angular profiles) in hollow
cylinders [6], in 2002, where they presented the phased array focusing technique for
longitudinal guided waves propagating in cylindrical shells [7]. Sun et al carried out the
angular profile calculations and the phased array focusing technique for torsional guided
wave propagation in hollow cylinders [8-10]. If the angular profiles show that ultrasonic
energy is naturally concentrated at a circumferential location at a particular propagation
distance, this phenomenon is called “natural focusing” [16, 17]. The natural focusing
phenomenon can also be used to improve guided wave inspection.

Phased array focusing is not always achievable over a certain frequency range.
Many factors that influence the focusing results must be considered before applying the
phased array focusing. For example, the various sizes of the ultrasonic wave generators
change both the energy distributions in the radial direction (known as wave structures)
and the angular profiles of a particular mode group. Some geometry and material
inhomogeneities could also alter the energy distributions in a pipe leading to a failure of
the focusing technique.

In this work, the focusing potential of guided waves in hollow cylinders with
variable geometries and/or material properties is investigated. Guided waves are
generated by applying different excitation conditions and subsequent propagation in
hollow cylinders with various geometries, such as welds and elbows [11-13]. In addition,
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the potential of inspecting a hollow cylinder by applying a frequency and angle tuning
(FAT) natural focusing technique is also discussed [14-17].

1.2 Analytical Calculations of Guided Waves in Hollow Cylinders

In the 1880’s, researchers began a study of many elastic wave propagation
problems. Lord Rayleigh and Lamb investigated the wave propagations in a single-layer
elastic isotropic plate with traction free boundary conditions [18, 19]. Their work led to
the Rayleigh-Lamb frequency equation (Equation A.1), which describes a dispersion
relationship between the frequency and the wave number of an elastic wave.

In 1923, Ghosh obtained the first mathematical solution for the longitudinal,
axisymmetric mode wave propagation in a hollow cylinder [20], although for a special
case of a rod with co-axial cannulas. Love (1944) and Rayleigh (1945) generally studied
elastic wave propagation in hollow cylinders by using shell theory [18, 21]. Various
improvements for the analysis of wave propagation in cylindrical waveguides were
presented by McFadden [22], Naghdi and Cooper [23], Lin and Morgan [24], and Mirsky
and Herrmann [25, 26]. Especially, Mirsky and Herrmann brought forward shear
deformation effects and flexural, rotary inertia in shell analysis. However, all of the
earlier research was based on an assumption of axisymmetric wave motion in hollow
cylinders.
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Approximate solutions for non-axisymmetric wave propagation in cylindrical
shells were presented by Cooper and Naghdi in 1957 [27]. Based on Mirsky and
Herrmann’s enhanced shell analysis, D. C. Gazis obtained the first exact solution to the
propagation of harmonic guided waves in an infinite circular hollow cylinder in 1959 [3,
4].

The

solution

treats

completely

axisymmetric

and

non-axisymmetric

longitudinal/torsional modes. Gazis’s approach was called the normal mode expansion
(NME) method. In addition, Gazis states numerical results on cutoff frequencies, the
frequency vs. wavelength spectra, and compares his results with the shell theory solution.
By applying Gazis’s method, which is called normal mode expansion (NME), Rose
obtained the wave structures of axisymmetric modes in hollow cylinders [2].

Ditri and Rose built upon Gazis’s NME method to calculate the amplitude of any
guided wave mode in a hollow cylinder [5]. They used excitation source loading to
determine the amplitudes. Based on this research, Li and Rose [6] studied the energy
distribution of axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric longitudinal modes. This facilitated
the simulation of wave motion angular profiles generated by the partial loading of a
hollow cylinder. According to the angular profiles, phased array focusing was achieved
by applying time delays to N partially loaded excitation sources equally spaced around
the circumference of a hollow cylinder. The input parameters of the guided wave phased
array focusing technique are nonlinear functions of a focal distance. Unlike the bulk wave
focusing techniques, it depends on the amplitude and phase of the angular profile for each
excitation channel [7]. Li and Rose developed a deconvolution focusing algorithm using
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single excitation source angular profiles. Sun et al. developed the angular profile
simulation and phased array focusing techniques for torsional waves in hollow cylinders
[8-10]. Zhang and Rose stated that the wave structure of a wave mode group is
determined not only by the frequency and pipe size but also by the excitation conditions
[12].

1.3 Analysis of Anisotropic Materials and Complex Geometries

Early efforts on guided wave scattering theory were presented by Shaw [28],
Gazis and Mindlin [29], Torvik [30], Zemanek [31] and Auld and Tsao [32]. Different
from the bulk wave scattering problem, the quantitative evaluation of guided wave
scattering at defects is difficult because of wave dispersion, mode conversion of
geometric inhomogeneities, and wave structure variation with frequency. Rokhlin [33,
34] and Wang et al. [35] obtained some analytical solutions of defect scattering at
specific defects with simple geometries.

However, the analytical solutions were not feasible for guided waves propagating
in hollow cylinders with anisotropic materials or irregular geometries, since the
eigenmodes of the guided waves cannot be mathematically described. Therefore,
numerical approaches are commonly utilized to study these problems. The finite element
method (FEM), which is also know as finite element analysis (FEA), and the boundary
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element method (BEM) are the most popular numerical simulation approaches used to
simulate ultrasonic wave propagations. Especially, the FEM is widely utilized in research
institutes and industries, because it is easy to use to solve many different field problems
with boundary conditions accurately with general-purpose FEM programs [36]. In
addition, a person who has little knowledge of FEM can still use these FEM programs. In
this research, FEM was employed to analyze the guided waves propagating in anisotropic
materials and complex geometries.

According to the physical type of a field problem, FEM chooses different field
variables and element types to simplify the initial problem and to discretize the physical
model into lots of finite elements [37]. In each finite element, a field variable has a
simpler spatial variation, such as a polynomial function, than the actual variation. For
most ultrasonic guided wave propagation problems, the only field variable is
displacement. In recent decades, a hybrid numerical method was developed to study
guided waves. This hybrid approach combines numerical simulation for wave scattering
at geometric or material inhomogeneities and analytical calculations, e.g. normal mode
expansion (NME) method, for wave propagation and property evaluation. The computer
time and storage are reduced by decreasing FEM dimensionality with the semi-analytical
finite element method (SAFEM), which involves analytical solutions in the wave
propagation direction and FEM results in the other dimensions. However, the SAFEM
cannot describe the mode conversions at the inhomogeneous areas.
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Koshiba et al. investigated the elastic shear horizontal (SH) wave scattering in
plates with the finite element method (FEM) [38, 39]. Abduljabbar et al. simulated the
diffraction of SH waves at normal notches in a plate waveguide by using FEM in 1983
[40]. The Lamb wave interactions at various surface defects with different shapes and
locations were presented by Alleyne and Cawley with finite element analysis in time
domain and a two-dimension Fourier transform method [41]. Karim et al. presented their
work for Lamb wave scattering at cracks and inclusions in plate media with a
combination of the normal Lamb wave mode expansion method and the FEM [42].
Hayashi et al. implemented the semi-analytical finite element method (SAFEM) to
calculate the wave scattering from a surface crack in a hollow cylinder [43]. The
additional accurate research of guided wave scattering at a volumetric defect has to
utilize the 3-D finite element analysis, because complex wave behavior, such as mode
conversion, cannot be simulated by the SAFEM or 2-D FEM.

Lord Rayleigh studied some simple wave behaviors in a bent plate in 1912 and
became the first one who described wave propagation in curved structures [44]. In 1998,
Liu and Qu [45] and Wilcox [46] did analytical research on the guided wave propagation
in bent plates. Their theoretical work was carried out by applying Helmhotz
decomposition and variable separations. However, Helmhotz decomposition is not
feasible in a toroidal coordinate system [47]. In 2003, Hayashi and J.L. Rose simulated
the guided wave propagation in a pipe elbow by employing the SAFEM. This study
obtained more accurate results than former calculations, although it still separated the
displacements in the propagation direction from the displacements in other directions and
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ignored the complicated mode conversion phenomenon in the elbows. The wave
propagation in a pipe elbow can be correctly simulated only by the three-dimensional
FEM.

Allen et al. presented the calculations of ultrasonic waves propagating in highly
oriented austenitic welds in 1982 [49]. They claimed that the behavior of the ultrasonic
waves were strongly influenced by the austenitic anisotropic weldment, hence, the
analytical simulation method of wave propagation in elastic isotropic materials was not
practical for welds. Lord et al. described how to utilize the finite element approach to
model the ultrasonic waves in anisotropic materials [50]. A 2-dimensional finite element
computer program was finished by You et al. to simulate the elastic wave propagation
perpendicular, parallel, and at 45 degrees to the grain axes of austenitic welds [51]. In
1993, Minachi et al. pointed out that the two-dimensional finite element method can
predict ultrasonic wave propagation through bimetallic weld geometry with high
accuracy [52]. Zhuang et al. calculated the axisymmetric guided wave scattering in steel
pipes from anisotropic V-shaped welds and the defects in it by using a two-dimensional
FEM and NME approach [53]. These calculation results from Zhuang and his colleagues
did not involve the possible mode conversions occurring when guided waves propagate in
an anisotropic material and were then reflected by the non-axisymmetric defects. In this
work, a three-dimensional FEM will be employed to simulate correctly the entire guided
wave behaviors in a welded hollow cylinder and to study the potential of focusing beyond
the V-shaped welds in this tubular waveguide.
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For guided waves in an inhomogeneous hollow cylinder, time reversal techniques
are often required to achieve focusing. The time reversal of ultrasonic fields was
presented by Fink et al. in 1992 [56, 57]. Chakroun et al. employed a phased array as a
time reversal mirror to re-emit the time reversed defect signals for focusing at the defects
beneath a curved surface [58]. Ing, and Fink presented a time reversal focusing method
for guided waves in a plate in 1998 [59]. Hayashi et al. experimentally carried out time
reversal focusing of guided waves in a hollow cylinder beyond an elbow [63]. In this
research effort, both FEM calculations and experiments were utilized to achieve the time
reversal focusing beyond an elbow.

1.4 Objectives

Because the guided wave focusing technique is successfully utilized to improve
the pipe inspection results, it becomes important to study focusing potential as a guide for
future industry or academic applications of this technique. In order to investigate the
phased array focusing potential in cylindrical structures, the study of guided wave
velocities and particle motions must be carried out first. One may calculate the velocities
and displacements of guided waves in isotropic elastic straight pipes by implementing the
normal mode expansion (NME) method. Based on these data, the focusing results can be
calculated.
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In this study, theoretical simulations and experiments will be conducted to study
the influence of the variations of the excitation frequencies and transducer sizes for
phased array focusing and natural focusing. Variation of circumferential locations and
frequencies of a partial loading can improve the natural focusing results. For a pipe with
non-axisymmetric geometries (such as defects and elbows) or material inhomogeneities
(such as anisotropic welds), some numerical approaches have to be used instead of the
analytical calculations to simulate the guided wave behaviors. The finite element method
(FEM) will be employed to do the numerical simulations. These efforts will show the
possibility of achieving the phased array focusing or the natural focusing in a particular
pipeline.

Chapter 2
PIPE INSPECTION POTENTIAL WITH THE

FOCUSING TECHNIQUES

2.1 Defect Detection with the Phased Array Focusing Technique

2.1.1 The Phased Array Focusing Algorithm

The analytical calculations for the velocities and displacement distributions of
guided waves in an isotropic elastic tubular medium are presented in Appendix A. Some
important concepts, such as axisymmetric mode, flexural mode, wave group, dispersion
curves, and angular profiles, are also defined in Appendix A. By assuming that the
frequency, the incident angle, and the circumferential loading length of all elements are
identical in a phased array, the phased array focusing technique for guided wave
propagation in hollow cylinders was achieved by Li and Rose [17]. In their research, an
ultrasonic transducer array with N (N>1) individual excitation sources was used to focus
the ultrasonic energy at a particular position by applying the pre-determined time delays
and amplitude controls for the input signals. The excitation sources are equally spaced
around the circumference of the pipe. Based on the simulations of the angular profiles of
a transducer (Appendix A), the time delays and amplitudes of the input signals for phased
array focusing can be calculated by a deconvolution process.
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Supposing that every excitation channel of the array has the same loading
conditions as shown in Equation (A.24) or Equation (A.26), the focused angular profile
function G can be obtained from the angular profile function H at a distance z 0 as
follows:

G = A⊗ H

(2.1)

where the unknown discrete complex function A works as a weight function; ⊗ is the
convolution operator; H indicates the discrete angular profile of a single excitation
channel. The simulation process of H was illustrated in the Appendix A [6, 8].

When the guided waves are focused at the 0˚ circumferential location of the
hollow cylinder at a distance z 0 , the focused angular profile function G becomes a pulse
function in the circumferential direction. In another words, if using the element i (i =
1,2,3,…,N) of G to represent the excitation channel i, the discrete function is described
as:

⎧
G = [Gi ]N ×1 ; Gi = ⎨
⎩

1, (i = 1)
.
0, (1 < i < N )

(2.2)

The algorithm for the discrete weight function A is expressed as:
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A = G ⊗ −1 H = FFT −1 (G / H )

(2.3)

where ⊗ −1 and FFT −1 denote deconvolution and the inverse fast Fourier transform
operator, respectively.

In order to achieve focusing, the discrete function A can be used to determine the
input coefficients to superimpose ultrasonic energy from all of the single excitation
sources. The phase delay and amplitude of the input signal for the excitation channel i is
the phase φi and the amplitude Li of the corresponding weight function Ai . Consequently,
the input time delay for channel i is:

∆t i = −φi / 2πf

(2.4)

The phase delays φi in a sample problem presented in Figure 2-1 are calculated
by employing the deconvolution algorithm for 4-channel phased array focusing. The
circumferential loading length is 90˚. A 60kHz L(m,1) wave group (The mathematical
definition of a wave group can be found in Appendix A) was used to focus at 0˚ at z0 =
366” in a 16” Schedule 30 steel pipe. Figure 2-1 illustrates the correlation of the phase of
the L(m,1) single excitation source profile with the corresponding deconvolution phase
delays for focusing. It shows that the phase delay for each channel matches the singleelement profile phase at the same circumferential angle. Therefore, by applying the time
delays to the input signals, one can align the phase of the guided wave group and achieve
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focusing. The amplitude controls for the input signals are utilized to reduce the side lobes
of the focal energy beam.

Figure 2-1. Phase delays and phase for a single channel angular
profile of the L(m,1) wave modes propagation in 16” Schedule
30 steel pipe with 90˚ loading at 60kHz.

2.1.2 Spinning the Focal Spot

The focal spots of phased array focusing in hollow cylinders are based on the
angular profile function G. Because the circumferential length of one excitation
transducer in the phased array is usually not small enough to be neglected, one has to
determine the center location of the focal spots within the circumferential loading area. If
the circumferential loading length of one transducer is 2α and the center of the transducer
is at the 0˚ (Figure A-4), a circumferential location θ 1 ( − α < θ 1 < α ) can be selected as
the center of the focal beam. The Equation (2.2) becomes:
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⎧1, (θ = θ 1 )
G = [Gi ]N ×1 ; Gi = ⎨
⎩0, (θ ≠ θ1 )

(2.5)

Substituting Equation (2.5) into Equation (2.3) yields the input coefficients for
focusing at θ 1 . Figure 2-2 shows sample results of focusing the 35kHz T(m,1) group in a
16” schedule 80 steel pipe at z = 180” at 0˚, 10˚, 20˚, 30˚, and 40˚. The circumferential
loading length of each transducer is 90˚. When the energy is focused at the center of the
transducer (0˚), the side lobes of the focal beam become smallest; when the energy is
focused at or close to the edge of the transducer, the side lobes are almost as large as the
main focal lobe. In other words, it is difficult to concentrate the ultrasonic guided wave
energy at a circumferential location aligned with the edge of a transducer in the phased
array. Therefore, the pipe inspection by applying the phased array focusing technique
tends to choose the circumferential location of the center of a transducer for the focal
spot. In order to achieve the best focusing results, if it is required to sweep a focal spot,
we usually change the locations of the transducers instead of moving the focal spot within
the circumferential length of a transducer. Sample focal spot variation with transducer
locations is illustrated in Figure 2-3(d). Four more focal spots are achieved by rotating a
4-channel phased array by 45˚ in the circumferential direction.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 2-2. Sample angular profiles of the L(m,2) mode group in a 4”
schedule 40 steel pipe at frequency f = 100kHz, 200kHz, 300kHz, and
400kHz.
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By sweeping the focal spot in the circumferential direction, one can utilize the
phased array technique to locate individual defects. In Figure 2-3, a 4-channel ultrasonic
transducer array was used to focus the 35kHz T(m,1) group at different circumferential
locations in a 24” schedule 20 steel pipe at 360 inches from the phased array. The
circumferential loading length of each transducer was about 90ºand the centers of the
transducers were at 0º, 90º, 180º, and 270º. By controlling the input time delays and
amplitudes of each excitation channel, one can focus the ultrasonic energy at the center of
any transducer, as shown in Figure 2-3(c). Because the sample focused angular profile in
Figure 2-3(b) is narrow, more focal spots are required to scan the entire cross-sectional
area of the pipe. As can be seen in Figure 2-3(c), if the guided waves are only focused at
the four circumferential positions: 0º, 90º, 180º, and 270º, the defects near 45º, 135º,
225º, or 315º will not be detected. Hence, we can relocate the center of the transducers at
45º, 135º, 225º, or 315º and then apply the focusing technique again, so that the pipe is
then thoroughly inspected and the approximate circumferential positions of the defects
are obtained.
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(a) Single element profile

(c) 4 circumferential focal

(b) Focused profile

(d) 8 circumferential focal

Figure 2-3. Sample theoretical angular profiles of the 35kHz T(m,1) group in
a 24” schedule 20 steel pipe. A 4-element phased array focusing technique
was used to obtain the focused angular profile. The circumferential excitation
length of each element was 90º.

2.1.3 Experimental Verification

Experiments were conducted to verify the phased array focusing theory and to
locate defects in a 16” schedule 30 steel pipe. The 35kHz T(m,1) group was generated by
a commercial multi-channel phased array system, TeleTest®. The 16” TeleTest system
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was separated into 4 individual independent quadrants, as shown in Figure 2-4. The
circumferential loading angle of every quadrant was 90˚. There were 11 transducers in
each quadrant. The focal point was moved along the circumference direction by about 8˚,
which was one transducer’s cover angle, in order to estimate the circumferential length of
the defect.

Figure 2-4. TeleTest tool mounted on the 16” schedule 30 steel pipe.
Quadrant designations are shown for reference.
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Filter

TeleTest
EMAT
Oscillosco

Figure 2-5. Experimental setup for angular profile measurement. The Teletest®
ultrasonic transducer array was employed to generate angular profiles for torsional
waves and an electromagnetic acoustic transducer (EMAT) was used as a receiver.

In order to measure the single quadrant angular profiles and the focal angular
profiles at particular distances, the T(m,1) guided wave group was received by an EMAT
(Figure 2-5). The excitation frequency was controlled by a filter and the received signals
were displayed on an oscilloscope. The angular profiles of the 40kHz T(m,1) group at z =
216” are shown in Figure 2-6. The experimental angular profiles match the theoretical
calculation results quite well. Therefore, phased array focusing was successfully carried
out. The angular profile verifications for longitudinal wave groups was presented by Li
and Rose in 2001 [6].
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(a) Angular profile of single
quadrant at f=35kHz and z=216”

(c) Angular profile of single
quadrant at f=40kHz and z=162”

(e) Angular profile of single
quadrant at f=40kHz and z=216”

(b) Focal angular profile at
f=35kHz and z=216”

(d) Focal angular profile at
f=40kHz and z=162”

(f) Focal angular profile at
f=40kHz and z=216”

Figure 2-6. Normalized experimental angular profiles compared with normalized
theoretical angular profiles at 35kHz and 40kHz at z = 162” and 216”. Blue solid
lines: theoretical angular profiles; red dashed lines: experimental angular profiles.
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There was a 3.6% cross-sectional area (CSA) saw cut defect at z =18.5 feet, as
shown in Figures 2-7 and 2-8. The circumferential position of the center of the saw cut
was at 45˚. When the energy is focused at the location of a defect, the reflection echo
from this defect becomes larger than the echo when focusing at other locations. However,
if only focusing at the four transducer centers (0º, 90º, 180º, and 270º), one cannot
determine the circumferential location from the insignificant defect echoes. Because the
circumferential length of the saw cut was about 30º, small reflection echoes from the
defect were observed when focusing at 0º and 90º, as can be seen in Figure 2-9(a). Hence,
8 focal spots at z = 18.5ft are required to detect and locate the defect. Figure 2-9(b)
illustrates the normalized amplitudes of the defect echoes when focusing at eight different
circumferential angles. The maximum amplitude at 45˚ gives the approximate defect
location.

Transducer array

4ft

3.6% CSA saw cut

18.5ft

Figure 2-7. Schematic of the experimental setup for locating defects in the
16” schedule 30 steel pipe. There is a 3.6% CSA saw cut defect in the pipe.
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3.6% CSA
saw cut

16” schedule 30 pipe
3.6% CSA saw cut

45˚
0.05”

5”

Figure 2-8. 3.6% cross section area (CSA) saw cut notch at 45˚ in a 16”
Schedule 30 steel pipe.
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Figure 2-9. Normalized amplitudes of the ultrasonic echoes from the saw cut
defect when the focal spots of the 35kHz T(m,1) group were moved around
the pipe. Sample results are shown in: (a) 4 focal spots at 0º, 90º, 180º, and
270º; and (b) 8 focal spots at 0º, 45º, 90º, 135º, 180º, 225º, and 270º. The
loading length of each excitation channel was 90º.
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2.2 Defect Detection by Frequency and Angle Tuning

2.2.1 Axisymmetric Excitations with Frequency Tuning

Figure 2-10. Wave structures of the L(m,2) mode group in a 16” schedule
30 steel pipe at the frequency = 100kHz, 200kHz, 300kHz, and 400kHz.

As shown in Appendix A, wave structures of a guided wave (group) are highly
frequency-dependent. Figure 2-10 shows the wave structures of the L(m,2) group in a 16”
schedule 30 steel pipe. It can be seen that not only the displacement distribution in the
radial direction but also the dominant particle motion direction change with the variation
of frequencies. Guided waves with different dominant particle motion directions are
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sensitive to defects with different shapes. In addition, reflection signals become more
significant when more ultrasonic energy is impinged onto a defect. Tuning frequency
may make the energy increase at the radial position of a defect. Hence, the frequency
tuning technique can be utilized to improve the guided wave sensitivity of particular
defects.

2.2.2 Natural Focusing with Frequency and Angle Tuning

Sometimes a partial circumferential excitation is the only way a pipe could be
loaded because of accessibility limitations. By applying a partially loaded excitation on a
hollow cylinder, the energy of ultrasonic guided waves may be naturally focused at some
distances (Figure 2-11). This phenomenon is called “natural focusing”. Because it might
be possible to develop natural focal spots within the inspection range at a particular
frequency, there will not be enough energy distributed at the other positions. For
example, the 60kHz T(m,1) group excited by a transducer with a 90˚ circumferential
length is focused on the top of an 8” schedule 40 pipe at an axial distance of z = 702” ,
although most energy is distributed at the bottom at z =342”. Consequently, some
defects at these positions become non-detectable. On the other hand, since the ultrasonic
energy is enhanced at the focal spots, the natural focusing can be utilized to improve the
guided wave pipe inspection results, especially if the natural focal spots can be moved
throughout the structures.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2-11. Sample angular profiles of the 60kHz T(m,1) mode group in a 8”
schedule 40 steel pipe with a 90˚ circumferential excitation length. The transducer
is located at θ = 0˚ and z = 0 (in.). The angular profiles are at the axial distances:
(a) 342”, (b) 510”, and (c) 702”.

(a) f = 200kHz

(b) f = 400kHz

(c) f = 600kHz

Figure 2-12. Sample angular profiles of the L(m,1) mode group in a 4” schedule 40
steel pipe at z=180” with a 90˚ circumferential excitation length. The transducer is
located at θ = 0˚ and z = 0 (in.). The frequency f is (a) 200kHz; (b) 400kHz; (c)
600kHz.
The location of the natural focal points, however, changes with not only the axial
distance but also with the frequency. As shown in Figure 2-12, the shape of an angular
profile is highly dependent on frequency. Therefore, in order to detect all of the defects in
a hollow cylinder by utilizing natural focusing, a frequency tuning technique is required
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to change the positions of the focal spots. Most sections of a pipe can be thoroughly
inspected by tuning frequency over some appropriate range. For the other sections, one
has to change the location of the excitation source in order to scan the entire tube. The
partially loaded excitations with variations of the frequencies and excitation locations are
called “frequency and angle tuning (FAT)” technique.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2-13. Sample angular profiles and their envelope of the T(m,1) mode group in a
4” schedule 40 steel pipe at z=180” with a 90˚ excitation angle. The frequency f is (a)
200kHz; (b) 800kHz.

The angular profiles of a mode group can be calculated by using the algorithm
shown in Appendix A. By recording the envelope of the angular profile variations of the
T(m,1) group in a 4” schedule 40 steel pipe at z = 180”, one can see that there is enough
energy at all of the circumferential locations by sweeping frequency over the range:
200kHz-800kHz (Figure 2-13). The black lines indicate the angular profiles at the
particular frequency and the blue lines denote the envelope of all the angular profiles at
the former frequencies. Figure 2-13(b) illustrates the angular profile at 800kHz and the
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overall of the angular profile envelope over the frequency range: 200kHz-800kHz.

Theoretical simulations show that the angular profile verifications are highly
dependent on the differences between the velocities of the wave modes in a group. If all
of the flexural wave velocities are close to the axisymmetric wave velocity, the angular
profiles change slowly with the axial distances and the frequencies. A large pipe with a
thin wall has more similar wave velocities in a group than a pipe with a smaller diameter
and a relatively thick wall. Generally, the wall thickness to diameter ratio of an industry
pipeline decreases with an increase in diameter. In another words, the angular profiles in
hollow cylinders with small diameters usually vary faster than in large pipes over the
same frequency range. Therefore, a sufficient frequency range for natural focusing
inspections in pipelines varies for different pipe.

In addition, the flexural mode velocities tend to converge to the axisymmetric
mode velocity at a high frequency. Hence, high frequency natural focusing inspection
needs a larger frequency tuning range than the lower frequencies. Figure 2-14 illustrates
the angular profiles and their envelopes of the T(m,1) and L(m,1) groups propagating in a
16” schedule 30 steel pipe. Although the pipe is larger than the 4” pipe in Figure 2-13,
the adequate inspection frequency range becomes smaller for these low frequency natural
focusing detections. Nevertheless, because the inspection sensitivity for defects in a
cylindrical shell essentially depends on the wave lengths of the guided waves, high
frequency and short wave lengths are necessary for detecting small defects.
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(a) L(m,1) group at 40kHz

(b) L(m,1) group at 120kHz

(c) T(m,1) group at 40kHz

(d) T(m,1) group at 120kHz

Figure 2-14. Sample angular profiles and their envelopes of the L(m,1) and
T(m,1) mode groups in a 16” schedule 30 steel pipe at z=18’ with a 90˚
excitation angle. The angular profiles and their envelopes involve: (a) 40kHz
L(m,1) group, (b) 120kHz L(m,1) group, (c) 40kHz T(m,1) group, (b)120kHz
T(m,1) group.

Theoretical simulations and experimental results shows that the entire cross
sectional area of a hollow cylinder may not be inspected thoroughly at all axial distances
by applying natural focusing with frequency tuning. Combined with circumferential
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loading length variations, however, frequency tuning might be possible to get complete
inspection coverage at more axial distances. Nevertheless, for the axial distances that are
not far from the transducer position, the energy beams are always aligned with the
transducer. The angular profile variations in a 2” schedule 40 steel pipe were
investigated, as can be seen in Figure 2-15. By applying a -22.5˚ ~ 22.5˚ partial loaded
excitation at z = 0”, the maximum amplitudes of the angular profile envelopes were
measured in different circumferential areas: channel 1 (0˚~45˚), channel 2 (45˚~90˚),
channel 3 (90˚~135˚), and channel 4 (135˚~180˚). Figure 2-15(b) shows the maximum
values of the displacements at each channel at the axial distance range: 8”~122”. The
excitation frequency range of the partially loaded guided wave generator is from 200kHz
to 800kHz. For a small axial distance z, the angular profiles are constantly focused at the
channel 1, which is at the same circumferential position as the transducer.

Amplitude

Channel 1
Channel 2

Channel 3
Channel 4

(a)

Distance (inch)
(b)

Figure 2-15. Sample maximum displacement amplitudes in different
circumferential areas of a 2” schedule 40 steel pipe over a frequency tuning
range from 200kHz to 800kHz at z=8”~ 122”. The circumferential
excitation length is 45˚.
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The simulation result in Figure 2-15 shows that the guided wave energy is
concentrated on the same circumferential location as the excitation transducer within 20”
from the wave generator. For a larger pipe, this natural focal zone will increase.
Therefore, tuning the circumferential loading location is required to inspect the entire
cross sectional area of a pipe by utilizing the natural focusing phenomenon. Because
natural focusing with the FAT technique can increase the energy impinging onto any
defect in a cylindrical shell, the guided wave inspection sensitivity and accuracy for
pipelines are consequently improved.

In Figures 2-16 and 2-17, a series of angular profiles of the L(m,1) group are
calculated at two different axial distances where some defects were located at 106 inches
from the sensor and some at 82 inches, respectively. In Figures 2-16 and 2-17, it can be
seen that the angular profile of a single transducer changes drastically with frequency
variations. The lower right hand corners of Figures 2-16 and 2-17 illustrate the so-called
FAT envelope effect. This includes both frequency and circumferential loading angle
tuning. The overall envelopes are pretty complete from 0° to 360° in scanning the cross
sectional area at the particular axial locations. Angle tuning includes data of exciting the
L(m,1) group at every 45° around the circumference for either the 45° or 90°
circumferential loading length. Comparing the angular profiles in Figure 2-16 (a) to the
ones in Figure 2-16 (b), one can see that the circumferential loading length significantly
affects the angular profiles. In some cases, although the FAT technique provides a
complete coverage of ultrasonic energy throughout the pipe, some circumferential
loading lengths might be better than others.
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(a) Circumferential excitation angle: 45˚

(b) Circumferential excitation angle: 90˚
Figure 2-16. At an axial distance z=82”, the L(m,1) mode group angular
profiles and their envelope over the frequency range 200kHz~800kHz in a
4” schedule 40 steel pipe with circumferential excitation angle (a) 45˚ and
(b) 90˚. The transducer is located at θ = 0˚ and z = 0 (in.).
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(a) Circumferential excitation angle: 45˚

(b) Circumferential excitation
Figure 2-17. At an axial distance at z=106”, the L(m,1) mode group angular
profiles and their envelope over the frequency range 200kHz~800kHz in a 4”
schedule 40 steel pipe with circumferential excitation angle (a) 45˚ and (b) 90˚.
The transducer is located at θ = 0˚ and z = 0 (in.).
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2.2.3 Experimental Results

Experiments were conducted to carry out guided wave natural focusing with FAT
in 4” schedule 40 and 8” schedule 40 steel pipes. The experimental setups are shown in
Figure 2-18. The ultrasonic guided wave generation system includes a commercial
ultrasonic signal generation system, Matec®, and a high frequency piezoelectric
transducer array. According to Snell’s Law, the incident angle of each transducer is set to
excite the L(m,1) mode group.

The 4” pipe illustrated in Figure 2-19 contains two defects: a 0.22% CSA 5-Hole
cluster at z=82” and a 1.01% CSA round bottom hole at z=106” from the transducer
array. Partial loading with the FAT technique was applied at both pipe ends A and B. The
axisymmetric excitation with frequency tuning over the same frequency range was also
studied for comparison purposes. The envelopes of the ultrasonic signals generated by the
axisymmetric excitations and partial loadings over the frequency range [200kHz,
800kHz] are shown in Figure 2-20. The axisymmetric inspection result in Figure 2-20(a)
with excitation from the pipe end A does not locate the two defects with much certainty.
Results are poor, when exciting at the pipe end B. The round bottom hole (RBH) echo
appears quite clearly, although the echo from the five-hole cluster is still buried in the
noise. If utilizing the so called FAT technique for 90° circumferential excitation, one can
detect the round bottom hole from the both pipe ends and see the RBH and the five-hole
cluster when loading at the pipe end A, as shown in Figure 2-20c and 2-20d. By changing
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the circumferential excitation length to 45°, one achieves the best inspection results with
visible echoes from the two defects by excitation at either pipe end.

Similarly, the FAT technique was used to test another pipe, as shown in Figure 221. In this case, the FAT technique along with the axisymmetric inspection technique is
illustrated in Figure 2-22. The FAT technique also achieved better inspection results than
the axisymmetric excitation. For this pipe with the same size as the pipe in Figure 2-19,
the FAT inspections with 90° partial loading obtained better results than the ones with
45° partial loading. In other words, the best circumferential loading length depends on
not only the pipe size but also on the locations and geometries of the defects.

These experiments proved that natural focusing with FAT can improve the guided
wave inspection results for defects in tubular structures.

Ultrasonic
transducer
array
Matec® system

Figure 2-18. Experimental equipment, which includes the specially
developed Matec® ultrasonic A-scan 8-channel control system and a
high frequency phased array on a 4” schedule 40 pipe for
200kHz~800kHz frequency tuning inspection.
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0.5”
60% through wall
108”

1.01% CSA
RBH

84”
Transducer
array

2”

Pipe
end A

Pipe
end B
Transducer
array

2”
5-HOLE CLUSTER

36”
60”

25% through wall
0.125” dia. holes

Figure 2-19. Schematic ultrasonic transducer array locations and
defect locations at the pipe #1, which is a 4” schedule 40 steel pipe.
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Backwall echo

RBH echo

(a) Axisymmetric excitation at
the pipe end A

Backwall echo

RBH echo

(b) Axisymmetric excitation
at the pipe end B
Backwall echo

Backwall echo
5-hole
cluster
echo

RBH echo

(c) 90˚ circumferential excitation
angle at the pipe end A
Backwall echo
5-hole
cluster
echo RBH echo

(e) 45˚ circumferential excitation
angle at the pipe end A

RBH echo

(d) 90˚ circumferential excitation
angle at the pipe end B
Backwall echo
5-hole
RBH echo cluster
echo

(f) 45˚ circumferential excitation
angle at the pipe end B

Figure 2-20. Maximum amplitudes of the axisymmetric and FAT natural
focusing inspection results pipe #1. The defects include a 0.22% CSA 5-Hole
cluster at 84” and a 1.01% CSA RBH at 108” from the pipe end A.
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0.25”

70% through wall
110”
1.01 % CSA RBH

94”
19”

1”

Pipe
end A

Pipe
end B
Transducer
array

1”
5-HOLE CLUSTER
34”
0.64 % CSA RBH

50”
125”

0.5”

35% through wall

0.25”

50% through wall

Figure 2-21. Schematic of ultrasonic transducer array locations and
defect locations at the pipe #2, which is a 4” schedule 40 steel pipe.
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Backwall echo
0.64 %
CSA
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5-hole
cluster
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1.01%
CSA
RBH

(a) Axisymmetric excitation at
the pipe end A
Backwall echo
0.64 %
CSA 5-hole
RBH cluster
1.01%
echo
CSA
RBH

(c) 90˚ circumferential excitation
angle at the pipe end A
Backwall echo
0.64 %
CSA
1.01%
5-hole
RBH
CSA
cluster
RBH
echo

(e) 45˚ circumferential excitation
angle at the pipe end A

1.01%
CSA
RBH

Backwall echo
5-hole
cluster
echo
0.64 %
CSA
RBH

(b) Axisymmetric excitation at
the pipe end B
Backwall echo
1.01%
CSA
RBH

5-hole
cluster
echo

0.64 %
CSA
RBH

(d) 90˚ circumferential excitation
angle at the pipe end B
Backwall echo

1.01%
CSA
RBH

5-hole
cluster
echo

0.64 %
CSA
RBH

(f) 45˚ circumferential excitation
angle at the pipe end B

Figure 2-22. Maximum amplitudes of the axisymmetric and FAT natural
focusing inspection results for pipe #2. The defects include a 0.64% CSA RBH,
a 0.76% CSA 5-Hole cluster at 94” and a 1.01% CSA RBH at 110” from the pipe
end A.
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2.3 Summary

We first reviewed the phased array focusing algorithm for guided waves in hollow
cylinders. An algorithm of focal spot variation was developed to concentrate guided wave
energy at different circumferential locations. By changing the input time delays and
amplitude controls of the phased array, the focal spots can be moved in both the
circumferential direction and axial directions. In addition, the phased array focal spots
also change with a variation of the transducer locations. Comparing the amplitudes of the
defect signals when focusing at different circumferential angles at the axial location of a
defect, one can determine the approximate circumferential location of a defect.
Experiments were conducted to verify the focusing algorithm and the possibility of
locating defects.

The natural focusing inspection technique is also investigated. If partially excited
guided waves are naturally focused at some particular positions with a single excitation
frequency, some areas in a hollow cylinder may not have enough energy for defect
inspection, which is calling for techniques to alter the natural focal point locations. In
order to solve this problem and to benefit from the energy improvement by utilizing the
natural focusing technique, more excitation frequencies and circumferential loading
locations are required. Since the angular profiles from a partial excitation source highly
depends on the frequency and loading angle, the natural focal spots vary when applying
the so-called FAT technique. Both theoretical simulations and experimental results
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indicate that an entire hollow cylinder can be sufficiently inspected by implementing the
guided wave natural focusing inspection with the FAT technique.

Besides the phased array focusing and the natural focusing techniques, one can
take advantage of frequency tuning with an axisymmetric excitation which can also be
used to enhance the ultrasonic energy impinging onto a defect, hence improving the
axisymmetric inspection results.

Chapter 3
SOURCE INFLUENCE FOR GUIDED WAVES

IN CYLINDRICAL SHELLS

3.1 Source Influence for Guided Wave Generation

Phased array focusing in a cylindrical structure is achieved by applying excitation
time delays to a multi-channel signal generation system. Natural focusing with the FAT
technique includes use of partial loading and frequency and loading angle tuning. For
both focusing techniques, the angular profiles generated by a single excitation source
determine focusing potential.

These angular profiles are dependent upon excitation

source influences. Before studying the excitation source influence for focusing potential,
we have to investigate the source influence for guided wave generation in a hollow
cylinder.

The theoretical simulations of ultrasonic guided wave propagation in tubular
structures by using the normal mode expansion method are shown in Appendix A. Based
on Equations (A.25) and (A.27), some parameters affecting the generation of guided
waves are listed in Table 3-1:
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Table 3-1: Parameters affecting guided wave generation in an elastic isotropic hollow
cylinder
Parameters

Influence for the guided waves

Pipe diameter and thickness

Wave velocities

Material properties of pipe

Wave velocities

Motion direction of the excitation

Type of guided waves

Frequency and frequency bandwidth

Frequency and frequency bandwidth

Phase velocity and velocity bandwidth

Phase velocity and velocity bandwidth

Sizes of the excitation sources

Amplitude of every wave mode

Since the properties of a pipe are unchangeable, the excitation sources become the
only factor that can be used to influence the guided wave distribution and focusing
potential. The most important parameters of the excitation sources involve: 1) excitation
type, which includes the particle motion direction of the excited wave modes and the
frequency bandwidth, the velocity bandwidth and the wave number of the incident
waves; 2) the circumferential and axial size of the excitation source.

Two typical ultrasonic transducers illustrated in Figure 3-1 include: (a) a
piezoelectric transducer on an angle beam wedge, and (b) an Electromagnetic Acoustic
Transducer (EMAT). According to Snell’s Law, the angle beam wedge excites guided
waves with a constant phase velocity when utilizing a predetermined incident angle. In
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Figure 3-2, the red circle on the red horizontal dashed line indicates the excitation zones
of an angle beam transducer with a fixed incident angle. The EMAT/comb type
transducer generates guided waves with a constant wavelength equal to the spacing of the
elements. The excitation zones are on the blue dashed line in Figure 3-2. The slope of the
excitation line is determined by the wavelength. Besides the angle beam transducers
which only excite a constant velocity, there is a normal beam transducer with a normal
incidence onto the specimen. Since the normal beam can excite all of the possible wave
modes at a given frequency, it is usually used at a low frequency in which only a few
mode groups exist.

(a) Angle beam transducer

(b) EMAT

Figure 3-1. Sample guided wave generators.
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Dispersion Curves for 8" Sched 40 Steel Pipe
Angle beam
transducer
excitation

16000

Phase Velocity(m/sec)
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Figure 3-2. Sample excitation zones of an angle beam transducer and an
EMAT/comb transducer on the longitudinal dispersion curves of an 8”
schedule 40 steel pipe. The blue dashed line indicates the possible
EMAT/comb transducer excitation line for a given element spacing; the red
dashed line indicates the possible angle beam transducer excitation line for a
particular incident angle.

Snell’s Law for angle beam incidence is expressed as:

c1 sin θ1
=
c 2 sin θ 2

(3.1)
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where the c1 and c 2 denote the velocities of the incident wave and the refracted wave; θ1
and θ 2 are the incident angle and the refracted angle.

L(m,1) defect echo

Amplitude (mV)

L(m,2) defect echo

Time (µsec)
Figure 3-3. Sample wave form of 45˚ partially loaded 650kHz longitudinal
guided waves in an 8” schedule 40 steel pipe.

Because the guided waves are usually not only generated at one frequency or at
one phase velocity, the frequency bandwidth and the phase velocity bandwidth are
important transducer parameters. All of the wave groups in the excited frequency band
and phase velocity band may be generated. For example, using an angle beam transducer
to excite a L(m,1) mode group at 650kHz in an 8” schedule 40 steel pipe should generate
the L(m,2) group, since the phase velocities of these two groups are similar at 650kHz, as
can be seen in Figure 3-2. The angle beam transducers shown in Figure 2-17 have an
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incident angle to produce the 650kHz L(0,1) mode in an 8” steel pipe. According to the
wave form in Figure 3-3, both the L(m,1) and L(m,2 ) groups were generated by applying
these angle beam transducers with a 45˚ circumferential length on the 8” schedule 40
steel pipe.

The possible wave type generated by a transducer depends on the particle motion
direction. For instance, an EMAT that produces guided waves with shear particle motion
cannot excite the L(m,1) mode group over the frequency range [20kHz, 800kHz],
because the dominant particle motion of the L(m,1) modes is in the radial direction.

3.2 Source Influence for the Energy Distribution in Hollow Cylinders

Besides the properties of the incident wave, there are two source influence factors
in Equations (A.25) and (A.27) that affect the amplitudes of the modes in a group (Figure
A-4):
1) circumferential loading angle 2α
2) axial excitation length 2L
Because the amplitude of each mode determines the overall energy distributions,
especially the angular profiles in a hollow cylinder, the axial and circumferential sizes of
the ultrasonic transducers are considered as the factors that decide the energy
distributions in pipes.
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When considering the excitation conditions in Equations (A.24) and (A.26), one
can see that the loading functions are separated in the circumferential and axial direction.
Generally, the circumferential loading distribution function p1 (θ ) is a constant p0 in the
excitation area:

⎧p ,
p1 (θ ) = ⎨ 0
⎩ 0,

−α ≤ θ ≤ α
− α > θ , or

θ >α

(3.2)

Based on Equation (3.2) and Equation (A.25) and (A.27), the amplitude of the
axisymmetric mode divided by the amplitude of a flexural mode contains the following
part, which is decided by the function p1 (θ ) :

− α + 2π

∫α
α
∫α
−

Θ mr (mθ ) p1 (θ )dθ

− + 2π

−

Θ 0r (0) p1 (θ )dθ

=

sin( mα )
, m = 1, 2, 3, …
mα

(3.3)

The axial loading distribution function p 2 ( z ) depends on the incident wave
properties. The normal beam excitations and the excitations with constant incident wave
numbers, such as angle beam transducers and EMAT/comb transducers, have different
p 2 ( z ) functions.

The function p 2 ( z ) for normal beam excitation is:
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⎧1,
p2 ( z) = ⎨
⎩0,

z ≤L

(3.4)

z >L

Based on Equation (3.4) and Equation (A.25) and (A.27), the amplitude of the
axisymmetric mode divided by the amplitude of a flexural mode in a same group contains
the following part, which depends on the function p 2 ( z ) :

∫
∫

∞

−∞
∞
−∞

mn

p 2 ( z )e ik z dz

k 0 n sin( k mn L)
= mn
, m, n = 1, 2, 3, …
0n
0n
p 2 ( z )e ik z dz k sin( k L)

(3.5)

To generate a desired mode M(0,n) (М denotes L or T), the incident wave
generated by an angle beam transducer or an EMAT must contain the wave number k 0 n .
Therefore, the function p 2 ( z ) for this type of excitation is:

⎧⎪e − ik z ,
z ≤L
p2 ( z) = ⎨
⎪⎩ 0,
otherwise
0n

(3.6)

which leads to:

∫
∫

∞

−∞
∞
−∞

mn

p 2 ( z )e ik z dz
p 2 ( z )e

ik 0 n z

dz

=

sin[(k mn − k 0 n ) L]
,
(k mn − k 0 n ) L

m, n = 1, 2, 3, … (3.7)
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Comparing Equation (3.5) and (3.7), it can be concluded that the results for these
equations are close when the axial transducer length L and the difference between the two
wave numbers | k mn − k 0 n | are small enough. However, if the axial length of the
transducer is large or the dispersion curves diverge, these two equations have totally
different solutions. For example, if one lets the frequency = 150 kHz, m = 9, n = 2 and L
= 30 mm for guided wave generation in a 4” schedule 40 steel pipe with the dispersion
curves shown in Figure A-2, the result for Equation (3.5) is -3.5421 and for Equation
(3.7) is -0.1089. The results are totally different, because the phase velocities of the
L(m,2) modes diverge from each other at this frequency.

Assuming k mn − k 0 n → ∞ or k mn − k 0 n > 0 and L → ∞ makes the value of
k 0 n sin( k mn L)
does not converge to zero. In other
Equation (3.7) become zero, although mn
k sin( k 0 n L)

words, an axially infinitely long transducer will only generate an axisymmetric wave
even with a partial loading. Because the focusing phenomenon is caused by flexural
modes, it is impossible to achieve focusing by using an infinitely long excitation source.
Similarly, the focusing technique will not work when the wave numbers of the flexural
modes have large differences from the axisymmetric wave velocity in the same group.
For instance, most flexural modes in the L(m,2) group are cut-off at 150kHz in Figure A2; k mn − k 0 n becomes infinite for the modes and focusing cannot be accomplished for
the L(m,2) group at this frequency.
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In conclusion, the “converging” dispersion curves at a particular frequency and a
limited axial length of the excitation source are required to perform focusing in a tubular
structure. Since the size of an ultrasonic transducer is limited, usually, at least six flexural
modes existing in a group is necessary to achieve reasonably good focusing results.

Equation (3.3) shows that the amplitude of a flexural mode depends highly on the
circumferential length of the excitation source. When α increases, the energy in the
flexural mode with a large order number m will decrease. If 2α = 2π , it becomes an
axisymmetric excitation and only the axisymmetric mode (m=0) will exist. Therefore, an
excitation transducer with a small circumferential length excites more flexural modes. A
larger number of flexural modes usually make the energy distribution change more
sharply in the circumferential direction. Therefore, the angular profiles in a cylindrical
shell are sensitive to the circumferential loading length.

3.3 Source Influence for Phased Array Focusing Potential

3.3.1 Theoretical Evaluation of Phased Array Focusing Potential

For clarity, phased array focusing potential is defined as the ability to generate a
focused angular profile at a predetermined circumferential and axial location by using a
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multi-channel ultrasonic phased array. According to Li and Rose, the focusing results are
determined by the angular profiles of a single excitation channel [7].

Let us consider the focusing potential of the guided waves generated by an Nchannel (N≥1) guided wave generator system. The circumferential loading length of each
excitation element is equal to 2α = 360˚ / N.

The axial length of the excitation

transducers is 2L. The focused profiles can be calculated using Equations (2.3). All the
channel inputs identical ultrasonic waves with a same input wave number k on , which is
the wave number of the axisymmetric wave in the nth wave group.

Since small values of k mn − k 0 n for most flexural modes in a group are required
to accomplish focusing, Equation (3.5) and (3.7) will converge to 1 when the axial
transducer length 2L is also small. The analytical simulations show that if the axial length
of the excitation source is only several inches long, the axial transducer length 2L will not
affect the angular profiles very much. Therefore, because the axial lengths of transducers
are usually less than one foot, only the circumferential loading angle 2α should be
considered as an important parameter for deciding focusing potential in hollow cylinders.
Contour plots will be illustrated to show how the circumferential loading length
influences the focusing potential.

In order to quantify focusing potential, the focusing criteria in a hollow cylinder
are defined in Table 3-2:
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Table 3-2: Focusing potential criteria
Focusing potential

Criteria

Bad

Focal region of the angular profile
has less than 1.6dB improvement,
or the most energy is distributed
in out of the focal area;
Focal region of
the angular
profile has 1.6dB ~ 5dB
improvement, or 25% ~ 45% of
the energy is distributed out of the
focal area;

Normal

Good

Focused region of the angular
profile
more
than
5dB
improvement, and most energy is
focused;

Naturally Focused

Angular profile of a single
excitation source is naturally
focused. The phased array
focusing results are almost the
same as the natural focusing
results.

Based on the criteria shown in Table 3-2, the contour plots of circumferential
loading length versus focusing potential in an elastic isotropic hollow cylinder can be
accomplished by comparing the focal angular profiles to the axisymmetric energy
distributions.
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According to the focusing potential criteria in Table 3-2, the angular profiles
generated by excitation sources with 45˚ and 60˚ circumferential loading lengths, as
shown in Figure 3-4, demonstrate “good” focusing potential, because the energy is
successfully concentrated at the predetermined focal spots and the side lobes of the focal
beams are not significant. The numbers of the excitation channels for the corresponding
transducer array are N = 8 for 45˚ loading transducers and N = 6 for the 60˚ loading
transducers. The angular profile for 72˚ loading (N = 5) is considered to have “bad”
focusing potential, since the focused angular profile is not correctly focused at the target
area and side lobes of the focal beam contains too much energy. The angular profiles for
90˚ loading (N = 4) show “normal” focusing potential, for the energy increases at the
focal spot and side lobes are still obvious. The angular profiles from120˚ and 180˚
loading (N = 3 and 2) are called “naturally focused”. Although the ultrasonic energy is
concentrated at the focal area with these phased array excitations, one 120˚ or 180˚
loading also can naturally lead to similar focusing results. Hence, in these cases, the
phased array focusing technique achieves little or no improvement compared to an
axisymmetric excitation.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3-4. The (a) angular profiles generated by a single excitation
element and (b) phased array focused angular profiles of the 40kHz
L(m,1) mode group in a 16” schedule 30 steel pipe. The
circumferential excitation length is from 45˚ to 180˚ at z=240”.
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Based on the previous analysis for Figure 3-4 and Table 3-2, Figure 3-5 and 3-6
present some contour plot examples of focusing potential for the L(m,1) and T(m,1)
mode groups in a 16” Schedule 30 steel pipe. It can be seen that the phased array
focusing technique is not feasible when the circumferential length of each individual
excitation source becomes smaller than 20˚. The phases and amplitudes of the angular
profiles change sharply, when the excitation transducer has a small circumferential
loading length. Hence, the alignment of the individual excitation sources in the phased
array has to be very precise to achieve focusing, besides the accurate input time delays
for each excitation channel. A little difference of the transducer locations or time delays
may cause a failure of the phased array focusing. Therefore, the phased array focusing
technique becomes not possible when using an array that contains too many identical
small transducers.

(a) at z = 240”

(b) at z = 360”

Figure 3-5. Contour plots of focusing potential l for the L(m,1) mode group at (a)
z=240”and (b) z=360” in 16” schedule 30 steel pipe with circumferential
excitation length from 10˚ to 180˚ over the frequency range: 30kHz~120kHz.
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(b) at z = 360”
(a) at z = 240”
Figure 3-6. Contour plots of focusing potential for the T(m,1) mode group at (a)
z=240”and (b) z=360” in 16” schedule 30 steel pipe with circumferential
excitation length from 10˚ to 180˚ over the frequency range: 30kHz~120kHz.

The sample contour plots of focusing potential at a high frequency range are also
presented in Figure 3-7 for the L(m,1) group in a 4” schedule 40 steel pipe. It can be seen
that the focusing potential chart at a high frequency is similar to the low frequency ones.
The 45˚ excitation length leads to best focusing potential for both pipes over different
frequency ranges. Based on previous discussions, one can see that a high frequency
range, larger pipe size, and smaller axial distance will cause the “naturally focused” area
to extend in the contour plots.
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Figure 3-7. Focusing Potential for the L(m,1) mode
group at z=110” in 4” schedule 40 steel pipe with
circumferential excitation length from 10˚ to 180˚
over the frequency range: 200kHz~800kHz.

3.3.2 Experiment Verification

A 4-channel commercial ultrasonic guided wave generation system, TeleTest®,
was utilized to focus the T(m,1) mode group in a 16” schedule 30 steel pipe. Each
quadrant of the TeleTest® had a 90˚ circumferential excitation length and contains 11
piezoelectric dry-coupling transducers. There was a 3.6% CSA saw cut defect at 20 feet
from the transducer array. The signals from the defect will become larger, if more
ultrasonic energy impinges onto the saw-cut defect. Hence, from variations in the defect
echoes, one can tell if there is more energy focused at the defect location.

Some sample experimental results are demonstrated in Figure 3-8. Figure 3-8(a)
shows the defect echo caused by a 55kHz T(0,1) axisymmetric excitation. In Figure 3-
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8(b), the defect echo increased 6.6dB by applying phased-array focusing for the 55kHz
T(m,1) guided wave group. Theoretical simulations in Figure 3-6 show that the 90˚
loaded T(m,1) guided wave group has “good” focusing potential at 55kHz. Contrarily,
there is no significant improvement of the defect echo when a 110kHz T(m,1) guided
wave group was focused at the defect position. According to the contour plots in Figure
3-6, the 110kHz T(m,1) group is “naturally focused” at 110kHz when using excitation
sources with a 90˚ circumferential length. A naturally focused angular profile of each
single excitation source shows that only one channel aligned with the focal spot has
dominant contribution to the focal energy beam, which is achieved by applying the
phased array focusing technique. Hence, phased array focusing does not cause an obvious
improvement for guided wave inspection results when the guided waves are already
“naturally focused”. Different from the natural focusing excited by a partial loading,
these “naturally focused” angular profiles still can be used to locate a defect.

Another experiment was carried out to achieve phased array focusing in a 4”
schedule 40 steel pipe shown in Figure 2-20. According to the focusing potential chart in
Figure 3-7, the 8-channel commercial Matec® system, as shown in Figure 2-17, has
“good” focusing potential at z=110” over the frequency range: 200kHz~800kHz.
Although the phased array focusing at a high frequency requires more accurate time
delay controls and better transducer alignment, we successfully focused the L(m,1)
guided wave group at the defect position and improved the detection results by about
6dB.
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(d)
Figure 3-8. The 90˚ loaded T(m,1) signals from a 3.6% CSA saw cut at z=240 inches
in 16” schedule 30 steel pipe. The defect echoes were generated by using: (a) 55khz
T(m,1) axisymmetric excitation, (b) 55kHz T(m,1) focused at the defect location, (c)
110khz T(m,1) axisymmetric excitation, and (d) 110kHz T(m,1) focused at the
defect location. As expected from Figure 3-6, (a) to (b) shows significant
improvement of the defect echo by applying phased array focusing; (c) to (d)
illustrates that the phased array focusing does not obviously increase the defect echo.
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Echo of the
19” RBH

Backwall echo
Echo of the
5-hole cluster

(a)

Echo of the
19” RBH

Backwall echo
Echo of the
5-hole cluster

110” RBH echo

(b)
Figure 3-9. Ultrasonic signals by applying (a) axisymmetric excitation and (b)
time delays to focus at a round-bottom hole at z=110”. The echo from the 110”
RBH is clearly shown when utilizing the phased array technique. Also the echo
from a 5-hole cluster at z=94” is increased compared to the axisymmetric
excitation, since the time delays also enhanced the energy at this defect position.
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The experimental results of phased array focusing in hollow cylinders match the
theoretical predictions quite well. Therefore, the contour charts of guided wave focusing
potential in a tubular structure can be used to choose appropriate inspection parameters,
such as loading length, frequency, wave type, and wave group.

3.4 Summary

Source influence for the focusing potential of guided waves in tubular structures
was investigated. An angle beam transducer or an EMAT/comb type transducer can be
used to select a particular wave mode group. In order to achieve focusing, the excitation
source should have a finite axial length. A frequency at “converging” regions of the
dispersion curves of a mode group is required to implement focusing. At this frequency
region, a small axial excitation length rarely affects the angular profiles and focusing
potential. Hence, the contour charts of focusing potential influenced by the
circumferential excitation lengths were demonstrated. According to these contour plots, a
large circumferential loading length may have good natural focusing potential and a tiny
circumferential loading length may not lead to focusing at all. It is important to choose an
appropriate excitation length and frequency to focus guided waves in a particular
cylindrical shell. Finally, experiments were conducted to verify the analytical evaluations
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of the source influence theory. The focusing experiments had the same results as the
theoretical predictions.

Chapter 4
FOCUSING BEYOND ARBITRARY DEFECTS

AND ANISOTROPIC WELDS

There are some defects or anisotropic welds existing in many real pipelines. Some
insignificant defects (usually with a CSA<10% and the maximum depth < 50%) may not
cause security problems and can be ignored. Therefore, the guided waves should be able
to go through these defects and to inspect the region beyond the defects. The wave
scatterings at the defect areas can change the energy distribution in a hollow cylinder.
Similarly, the anisotropic welds also reflect the guided waves and vary their energy
distributions. Hence, the focusing potential of guided waves in pipes needs to be
investigated when the waves have traveled across small defects and welds. In order to
study the focusing potential of focusing “beyond” these structures, finite element
calculations and experiments will be employed to evaluate the focusing results.

4.1 Finite Element Analysis

4.1.1 Theoretical Background
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In order to solve guided wave propagation problem in a hollow cylinder with
complex boundary conditions or anisotropic material properties, finite element analysis is
employed to implement numerical simulations. The FEA can discretize a whole structure
into lots of small elements, which have simple shapes and boundary conditions. The
values of particular field variables are calculated at the nodes of the elements. If a
displacement vector is used as the basic field variable for a mechanics problem, then

{ }

displacement in an element U e can be obtained by:

{U } = [ N ]{q }
e

e

(4.1)

{ }

In a three dimensional coordinate system, U e = {u1

u2

u 3 } and {q e } denote

the displacements at the nodes of this element. The interpolation function [N ] is decided

by the type of the element and usually involves polynomials.

The general governing equation of a dynamics problem can be expressed as [36]:

[M ]

d ~
d2 ~
~
~
{Q} + [C ] {Q} + [ K ]{Q} = {F }
2
dt
dt

(4.2)

~
~
where {Q} and {F } are the global displacement vector and the global loading force
vector on all the nodes. [M ] and [K ] represent the global mass matrix and the global
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stiffness matrix of the structure. The damping matrix [C ] can be neglected in an elastic
steel medium. Hence, Equation (4.2) becomes:

[M ]

d2 ~
~
~
{Q} + [ K ]{Q} = {F }
2
dt

(4.3)

In this research, a commercial finite element analysis (FEA) software ABAQUS
is used to carry out three-dimensional FEA. Because only elastic materials are studied in
this research effort, Equation (4.3) is employed as the governing equation of the guided
wave propagation problems.

~
For the time harmonic wave propagation problem, the displacement vector {Q}
has the following form in cylindrical coordinates:

~
{Q} = {Q(r ,θ , z )}e −iωt

(4.4)

Assuming the loading force vector is also time harmonic:

~
{F } = {F (r ,θ , z )}e − iωt

Hence, Equation (4.3) becomes:

(4.4)
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{− ω

2

[ M ] + [ K ]}{Q} = {F }

(4.5)

where the {U } and {F } are the nodal displacements and the nodal forces. [M ] is defined
as follows:

[ M ] = ∫∫∫[ N ]T ρ[ N ]dV

(4.6)

where V is volume of the discrete structure; and ρ is the density of the material.

Because anisotropic welds will be simulated in this chapter, the global stiffness
matrix [K ] becomes different from the one for an isotropic material. The details of the
global stiffness matrix [K ] for an anisotropic weldment structure were presented by
Zhuang et al. in 1997 [53]. In order to obtain the matrix [K ] , ABAQUS requires that the
anisotropic materials have to be described by the generalized Hooke's law.

In the time domain, the finite difference method (FDM) is widely utilized in a
dynamic FEA model. The time-dependent FEA can be divided into implicit and explicit
methods. The most popular implicit methods involve the Newmark method and Wilson’s
method [60, 61]. If linear acceleration is used in these methods, they both become an
explicit method called a classical central difference method. An explicit method has
simpler ways to obtain the time history than an implicit method, although explicit
methods are just as conditionally stable. In this work, an explicit method is employed to
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calculate the integration work in time for guided wave simulations. Because the damping
of an elastic material can be neglected, the classical central difference method has enough
accuracy for the models of guided wave propagation in elastic hollow cylinders.

If ∆t represents a time step length, the classical central difference method
assumes that velocity and acceleration at time step n has the following forms:

{Q& }n =

d
1
{Q}n =
({Q}n +1 − {Q}n −1 )
dt
2∆t

(4.7)

&&} =
{Q
n

d
1
{Q}n = 2 ({Q}n +1 − 2{Q}n + {Q}n −1 )
2
dt
∆t

(4.8)

Submitting Equations (4.7) and (4.8) into Equations (4.5) yields [36]:

1
2
1
[ M ]{Q}n +1 = {F }n − [ K ]{Q}n +
[ M ]{Q}n −
[ M ]{Q}n −1
2
2
(∆t )
(∆t )
(∆t ) 2
(4.9)
For n=0, the initial displacement and velocity are given as {Q}0 and {Q& }0 . The
initial acceleration is expressed as:

&&} = [ M ] −1 ({F } − [ K ]{Q} )
{Q
0
0
0

And {Q}−1 is obtained from a Taylor series expansion:

(4.10)
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∆t &&
{Q}−1 = {Q}0 − ∆t{Q& }0 +
{Q}0
2
2

(4.11)

Hence, the FEA solutions at time step n can be calculated from Equations (4.9)-(4.11).

4.1.2 Excitation Conditions

The input functions of ultrasonic guided waves for FEA can be defined by the
basic wave functions and the data windows. These windows are used as a multiplicative
weighting to reduce the order of the discontinuity at the boundary of a harmonic signal
[64].

If one chooses the sample interval T and the number of samples N, the length of
the data window in the time domain becomes T0 = NT . Some sample window functions
are illustrated in Table 4-1 [65]. By applying the fast Fourier transform (FFT), the
window functions can be transformed into the frequency domain. As shown in Figure 41, different windows generate ultrasonic signals with different frequency bands. Because
the side lobes of the frequency band may lead to an inaccuracy of ultrasonic inspection
results, we usually generate ultrasonic waves with a window that can reduce the side
lobes. In this study, the Hanning window is employed to carry out FEA simulations and
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experiments. Sample ultrasonic waveforms with the Rectangular, Barlett, and Hanning
windows are shown in Figure 4-2.

The ultrasonic harmonic waveforms can be used as either surface loading inputs
or wave structure inputs. The transducer loadings and some sample wave structures are
described in Appendix A. The amplitudes and directions of the nodal input variables
(including displacements, pressure, and force, etc. ) of the FEA are determined by these
excitation conditions. All the nodal inputs in this research are harmonic data functions
weighted by the Hanning window.

Table 4-1: Sample window functions
Weighting
function
nomenclatur
e
Rectangular
Barlett
(triangle)

Hanning
(cosine)

Time domain

w( t ) = 1

t ≤ T0 / 2

0

t > T0 / 2

w(t ) =

⎧⎪[1 − 2 t / T0 ], t ≤ T0 / 2
⎨
0, t > T0 / 2
⎪⎩
w( t ) =
⎧cos 2 (πt / T0 ), t ≤ T0 / 2
⎨
0, t > T0 / 2
⎩

Frequency domain

W( f ) =

T0 sin(πfT0 )
πfT0

W( f ) =

Highest
sidelobe
level
-13

3-dB
bandwidth

-26

1.25
T0

-32

1.4
T0

2

T0 ⎡ sin(πfT0 / 2) ⎤
2 ⎢⎣ πfT0 / 2 ⎥⎦
W( f ) =
T0 sin(πfT0 / 2)
2 πfT0 [1 − ( fT0 ) 2 ]

0.85
T0
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3dB-off
level

Highest
Side lobes

Figure 4-1. Sample ultrasonic waveforms in the frequency domain
with different data windows.

Figure 4-2. Sample ultrasonic waveforms in the time domain with
different data windows.
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4.2 Focusing beyond Small Defects

Guided wave focusing beyond small defects in a hollow cylinder is simulated by
three-dimensional explicit dynamic FEM to study the influence on focusing potential.
The finite element models in this research involved two types of defects: spherical
indents and planar saw-cut defects, as shown in Figure 4-3.

Spherical
indent

Saw cut
defect

Figure 4-3. Schematic of a spherical hole and planar saw cut defect in the finite
element model of a pipe. 4-node tetrahedral elements are used to discretize the
structure.

Considering a 100kHz T(m,1) mode group focusing beyond defects in a 4”
schedule 40 steel pipe, one can obtain the reflections from a 50% depth, 5.6% CSA saw-
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cut defect and a 50% depth, 1.4% CSA spherical indent as shown in Figure 4-4. The
defects are located at an axial distance z=48”. When the guided waves propagate through
these defects, wave scattering occurs at the defect location. The signals scattered by the
spherical indent are more dispersive than the signals from the planar defect. The absolute
value of the torsional-torsional reflection coefficients at these defects are about 0.02 ~
0.06.

Phased array
loading region
Reflection
signal
Saw cut
defect

Reflection
signal
Spherical
indent

Figure 4-4. Ultrasonic wave scattering at a 50% depth, 5.6% CSA saw-cut
defect and a 50% depth, 1.4% CSA spherical hole, when the 80kHz T(m,1)
group was focused beyond these small defects in a 4” schedule 40 steel pipe.
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Figure 4-5 illustrates the focal spots at an axial distance z=48” in the 4” schedule
40 steel pipe. If one lets the top of the pipe be 0˚, the first FEA model in Figure 4-5(a)
shows that the T(m,1) mode group is focused at 0˚ at an axial distance z = 48” by
utilizing a 4-channel phased array. The circumferential loading length of each channel is
90˚. The input time delays and amplitudes were calculated by employing an analytical
phased array focusing algorithm. Applying these parameters to achieve focusing beyond
defects, one obtains the focusing results as shown in Figure 4-5(b) ~ (d). Based on Figure
4-5 and the energy distributions in the cross-sectional area (CSA) at the focal location z =
48” (Figure 4-6), it can be seen that the guided waves are successfully focused beyond
several small defects.

In this study, the calculation accuracy of the FEA simulations is ensured by the
following approaches: 1) The commercial software, ABAQUS, can evaluate the shapes
of the element and apply preliminary mesh adaptation for the FEA; 2) The maximum
dimension of any element is limited to be approximately 10% wave length; 3) There are
at least two to three elements through the wall thickness of the pipes; 4) Linear
displacement elements are used instead of the high order elements to ensure the FEA
convergence.
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Focal
spots

(a)

(b)

(c)
Saw cut
defects
Spherical
(d) holes

Figure 4-5. FEA simulations of the 100kHz T(m,1) group focused 1) in a 4”
schedule 40 steel pipe without defect, 2) beyond a 50% depth, 5.6% CSA sawcut defect at 0˚ at z=24”; 3) beyond a 50% depth, 1.4% CSA spherical hole at 0˚
at z=24”; and 4) beyond a 5.6% CSA saw-cut defect at 45˚ at z=12” and a 1.4%
CSA spherical hole at 0˚ at z=24”. The length of each excitation source in the
phased array is 90˚.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4-6. Angular profiles at the focal spots in a 4” schedule 40 steel
pipe. The 100kHz T(m,1) group are focused at 48” from the 4-channel
phased array a) in a pipe without defect, b) beyond a 50% depth, 5.6%
CSA saw-cut defect at 0˚ at z=24”; c) beyond a 50% depth, 1.4% CSA
spherical hole at 0˚ at z=24”; and d) beyond a 5.6% CSA saw-cut defect at
45˚ at z=12” and a 1.4% CSA spherical hole at 0˚ at z=24”. The length of
each excitation source is 90˚.
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4.3 Focusing beyond Welds

Highly oriented austenitic welds are considered as anisotropic materials [49]. In
this research, some welds with the V-shape cross sections perpendicular to the welding
direction were simulated. Generally, the weld width at the outer surface of a hollow
cylinder is about ½ inch to ¾ inch. In our models, the weld width at an outer surface is a
half inch and the weld width at an inner surface is a quarter inch in a 12” schedule 40s
steel pipe, as shown in Figure 4-7.

v
er

Weld

0.5”

v
ez
v
eθ
0.25”
Figure 4-7. Scheme of a V-shape 316L industrial
austenitic stainless steel weld in a hollow cylinder.

The 316L industrial austenitic stainless steel weld can usually be considered as
transversely isotropic media, which are isotropic in the θ-z plane. The material properties
of these welds are presented by Chassignole et al [62]. They described Hooke’s Law for
the transversely isotropic material as follows:
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(4.12)

C1122 = C1133 = 139GPa
C 2222 = C 3333 = 233GPa
C1212 = C 3131 = 106GPa
C 2233 = 100GPa

(4.13)

C1111 = 194GPa
C 2323 = (C 3333 − C 2233 ) / 2 = 65GPa

If the 35kHz T(m,1) guided wave group was focused in a 12” schedule 40s steel
pipe at z=114” from a 4-channel phased array, some sample results are shown in Figure
4-8. The circumferential excitation length of every individual excitation source is 90˚. By
applying input time delays and amplitudes to the phased array to achieve focusing, the
35kHz T(m,1) guided waves are correctly focused at z = 114” in the 12” steel pipe
without any weld, as shown in Figure 4-8a. By using the same input parameters, the
guided waves are also successfully focused at z = 114” beyond one or two weld (Figures
4-8b and 8c). Based on the stress fields obtained by FEA, the reflection coefficients at an
anisotropic weld can be calculated. The absolute value of the torsional-torsional
reflection coefficient at a 316L industrial austenitic stainless steel weld is R = 0.08 .
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Focal spot

Focal spot

(b)
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(c)

Figure 4-8. 3D FEM simulations of the T(m,1) mode group focusing at z=114”
on the top of a 12” schedule 40s steel pipe. The frequency is 35kHz. There are
three different pipes: (a) a 12” schedule 40s pipe without weld, (b) a 12”
schedule 40s pipe with a weld at z=66”, and (c) a 12” schedule 40s pipe with
two welds at z=36” and z=66”.

Figure 4-9(a) illustrates the focused angular profile in the 12” pipe at 114” from
the phased array. This angular profile is calculated by using the NME in an elastic
isotropic pipe. Figure 4-9(b) describes the energy distribution in the CSA at the same
axial distance by utilizing pure three-dimensional FEA. The energy distribution in the
circumferential direction at the outer surface is the same as the angular profile in Figure
4-9(a). In other words, the FEA simulation agrees with the NME calculation. The black
dashed lines indicate where the guided wave energy dropped 6dB from the energy at the
focal point. Figures 4-9(c) and 4-9(d) shows the energy distributions in the CSA at the
same axial focal location when the guided waves were focused beyond one or two
anisotropic welds. The focused angular profiles in Figures 4-9(c) and 4-9(d) are almost
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the same as the angular profiles in Figures 4-9(a) and 4-9(b), which were obtained by
focusing before a weld.

Figure 4-9. Sample energy distributions of the 35kHz T(m,1) mode group in a
12” schedule 40s steel pipe at a focal distance z=114” from a 4-channel phased
array. The energy distributions include: (a) an analytically calculated angular
profile in an isotropic pipe, (b) FEA simulation results in an isotropic pipe, (c)
FEM simulation results in an isotropic pipe with an anisotropic weld at z=66”,
and (c) FEM simulation results in an isotropic pipe with two anisotropic welds at
z=36” and z=66”.

4.4 Influence of Seam Welds
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If considering a transversely isotropic seam weld that is isotropic in the θ-z plane,
the material properties can also be described by Equations (4.12) and (4.13). Figure 4-10
shows the FEA simulation of an 100kHz T(m,1) mode group propagation in a 4”
schedule 40 steel pipe with a seam weld. The width of the seam weld is 0.5” at the outer
surface and 0.3” at the inner surface. The circumferential location of the seam weld is at
45˚. Although the guided waves were excited by an axisymmetric loading, the energy
distribution becomes non-axisymmetric and is concentrated around the seam weld after
traveling 48”. In other words, an anisotropic seam weld strongly affects the energy
distribution in an elastic isotropic tubular medium.

r
0.5”

45˚

Seam weld
0.3”
T(m,1) waves

Figure 4-10. The 100kHz T(m,1) guided wave group propagates in a 4” schedule 40
steel pipe with a seam weld. The waves were excited by using an axisymmetric
excitation.
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Because the angular profiles in a seam-weld pipe are different from the angular
profiles in a pipe without a weld, the focusing algorithm for elastic isotropic hollow
cylinders may not work any more. If applying the theoretical input parameters calculated
by this algorithm to focus at z=48” in a 4” pipe with a seam weld, the energy
distributions in the CSA at the axial focal distance are illustrated in Figure 4-11. The
predetermined circumferential focal positions in an isotropic pipe involve 0˚, 90˚, 180˚,
and 270˚. However, the achieved focal points are at about 15˚, 75˚, 165˚, and 285˚. Every
focal point becomes approximately 15˚ closer to the seam weld, since the ultrasonic
energy tends to concentrate at the seam weld area. Similarly, phased array focusing was
also carried out in a 12” schedule 40s steel pipe to focus at z=114”, as shown in Figure
12. For the 12” pipe, it is obviously that the seam weld has a stronger effect on the two
closer focal spots, which should be on the top and at the left of the pipe.

Numerical simulations show that the circumferential focal locations are changed
because of the seam weld. However, although the focal points become 15˚ ~ 25˚ closer to
a seam weld, they are usually not very far from the predetermined focal positions. Hence,
applying phased array focusing in a seam-weld pipe lead generally to acceptable results
for approximately locating defects. For more accurate controls of the focal spots, one
may need to use the time reversal technique that will be described later.
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0˚

Seam weld

Seam weld

(a)

(b)

Seam weld

180˚
(c)

270˚

90˚

Seam weld

(d)

Figure 4-11. The 100kHz T(m,1) guided wave group is focused by a 4-channel
phased array at different circumferential positions at z=48” in a 4” schedule 40
steel pipe with a seam weld. The preselected circumferential focal locations
include: a) 0˚, b) 90˚, c) 180˚, and d) 270˚. The focal locations can be controlled
by applying the time delays and amplitude factors for phased array focusing in
an isotropic straight pipe.
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0˚

Seam weld

Seam weld

(a)

(b)

Seam weld

270˚

180˚
(c)

90˚

Seam weld

(d)

Figure 4-12. The 35kHz T(m,1) guided wave group is focused by a 4-channel
phased array at different circumferential position at z=114” in a 12” schedule
40s steel pipe with a seam weld. The preselected circumferential focal locations
include: a) 0˚, b) 90˚, c) 180˚, and d) 270˚. The focal locations can be controlled
by applying the time delays and amplitude factors for phased array focusing in
an isotropic straight pipe.

4.5 Experimental Verification

4.5.1 Focusing beyond Small Defects and Welds
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In order to verify the FEM simulations of focusing beyond a weld and small
defects, phased array focusing was carried out on a 12” schedule 40s steel pipe at the
Battelle Institute in Ohio. Time delay and amplitude controls were applied to a
commercial 4-channel low frequency phased array, Teletest®, to achieve phased array
focusing. Scheme of the experimental setup and the defects are shown in Figure 4-13.
The first defect group has 1.3% CSA and is located at 180˚; the second defect group has
total 2.6% CSA and is at 0˚

0º
Q1
Q2
90º

Teletest
system

Q4
270º
Q3
180º

1.3% CSA Defects and
2.6% CSA Defects

5.5 ft

Weld

Target hole

4.0 ft

Groove

.8 ft

Figure 4-13. Scheme of the experimental setup for focusing beyond an
anisotropic weld and 2 small defects in a 12” schedule 40s pipe.

In the experiments, a new drilled round bottom hole (RBH) was monitored by the
35kHz T(m,1) group as the depth of the hole was increased. The hole is located at 0˚. The
guided waves were utilized to inspect the hole at four different sizes: 1) depth = 0.130”,
diameter = 0.78”, and CSA ≈ 0.37%; 2) depth = 0.225”, diameter = 0.78”, and CSA ≈
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0.64%; and 3) depth = 0.280”, diameter = 0.78”, and CSA ≈ 0.8%. Figures 4-14 and 4-15
illustrate the processed ultrasonic signals by utilizing axisymmetric excitations and the
phased array focusing technique. Although Figure 4-14 shows that the axisymmetrically
excited guided waves did not obtain visible signals from the hole, the hole at all the three
sizes becomes detectable when ultrasonic energy was focused at the defect location.

Back wall
Groove
2.6% CSA defects
Weld

Hole

(a) Depth of the hole is 0.130”; diameter = 0.78”; CSA =~ 0.37%
Back wall
Groove
2.6% CSA defects

Hole

Weld

(b) Depth of the hole is 0.225”; diameter = 0.78”; CSA =~ 0.64%
Back wall
Groove
2.6% CSA defects

Hole

Weld

(c) Depth of the hole is 0.280”; diameter = 0.78”; CSA =~ 0.80%

Figure 4-14. Axisymmetric inspection results by using the 35kHz T(m,1) group
to detect a growing hole with different sizes. The dashed line shows the start of
the hole, which is located at 114” from the transducers. No clearly visible echo
from the hole was found.
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Back wall
Groove
Weld

Hole

(a) Depth of the hole is 0.130”; diameter = 0.78”; CSA =~ 0.37%
Back wall
Groove
Weld

Hole

(b) Depth of the hole is 0.225”; diameter = 0.78”; CSA =~ 0.64%
Back wall
Groove
Weld

Hole

(c) Depth of the hole is 0.280”; diameter = 0.78”; CSA =~ 0.80%

Figure 4-15. By focusing the 35kHz T(m,1) group at the growing hole, the
inspection results were significantly improved. The dashed line shows the start
of the hole, which is located at 114” from the transducers.
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4.5.2 Focusing in Seam-Weld Pipe

A 24” schedule 20 steel pipe with a seam weld was inspected by using the
commercial ultrasonic tool TeleTest (Figure 4-16). The test sample was a buried pipe of
the Battelle Research Institute in Columbus Ohio. The seam weld was at 1ft (29º) away
from the top of the pipe. There are two defects located at 6.2ft from the transducer array,
as shown in Figure 4-17. Both of the defects were at different angular positions and the
detailed defect descriptions are illustrated in Table 4-2.

The 35kHz T(m,1) group was expected to focus at 8 circumferential locations
including 0º, 45º, 90º, 135º, 180º, 225º, 270º, 315º. However, according to the numerical
predictions, the focal angular positions would become slightly different because of the
influence of the seam weld.

When focusing at the eight circumferential locations, the defect echoes are
illustrated in Figure 4-18. Large signals were received when the ultrasonic energy was
focused at the defect positions and the location of the seam weld. Based on Figure 4-18,
one could tell that the approximate locations of the two defects were at around 45º and
180º with an accuracy ≈ 15º. In addition, there was a significant echo from the seam
weld when focusing at the circumferential location of the seam weld.
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Figure 4-16. The experimental setup for focusing in a 24” schedule 20 pipe with a
seam weld.
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Table 4-2: Defect descriptions
Defect #1

Defect #2

Axial length

1”

3”

Circumferential
length
Depth

6”

1”

20%

20%

CSA

1.59%

0.26%

Circumferential
location

180˚

60˚

6.2ft

Seam weld
Defect #1

Transducer
array

Figure 4-17. The schematic transducer position and defect position in the 24”
schedule 20 steel pipe. Defect #1 is located at 180˚; defect #2 is at 60˚, which
is on the other side of the pipe.
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Seam weld

Defect #2

Defect #1
Figure 4-18. Amplitudes of the ultrasonic echoes at 2 defect
plane positions when the focal spots of the 35kHz T(0,1) family
were moved around the pipe. The 8 focal spots were achieved
by applying input time delays and amplitudes to a 4-channel
phased array.

4.6 Summary

The potential of guided wave focusing beyond some geometry and material
inhomogeneities in pipelines was studied. A challenge of the phased array technique is to
focus beyond welds and defects. The influence of small defects and axisymmetric welds
was evaluated by using the three-dimension FEA simulations. Although reflections are
observed at the defect and axisymmetric weld regions, the angular profiles and focusing
potential in hollow cylinders are rarely affected by these structures.
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Guided waves often tend to concentrate in a transversely isotropic seam weld in a
cylindrical shell. The circumferential positions of the focal spots in pipes usually become
closer to a seam weld. If an axial focal distance is not too large, the focal results in a
seam-weld pipe are only slightly different from the ones in a pipe without a weld.

Experiments were conducted to verify the numerical simulations. Both the
numerical and the experimental results show that guided waves can be successfully
focused beyond a few defects and an austenitic anisotropic weld by applying input time
delays and amplitudes to a multi-channel phased array. All the input parameters are
calculated by using the NME for elastic isotropic tubular media.

Chapter 5
FOCUSING BEYOND AN ELBOW

5.1 Guided Waves Propagating through an Elbow

An elbow in a hollow cylinder forces the particle motions of the guided waves
going through to be changed. In addition, the joints between straight pipes and elbows
usually involve anisotropic welds, as shown in Figure 5-1. Therefore, complex guided
wave mode conversions and wave scattering occurs at an elbow area. Sample FEA
simulations of guided wave propagation in a 4” schedule 10 elbow pipe are illustrated in
Figure 5-2. An 80kHz axisymmetric T(0,1) wave was used as the incident wave. The Vshaped transversely isotropic welds are 0.5” wide on the outer surface of the pipe and
0.25” wide on the inner surface. The welds are considered as 316L industrial austenitic
stainless steel welds.

The type of guided waves can be decided by their wave structures. At 80kHz,
there are three possible wave groups in the 4” pipe: 1) the T(m,1) group with dominant
displacements in the circumferential direction; 2) the L(m,1) group with dominant
displacements in the radial direction; and 3) the L(m,2) group with dominant
displacements in the axial direction. Since the L(m,1) group with dominant out-of-plane
displacements would leak into the fluid loaded in a pipeline, only the T(m,1) group is
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considered as the waves excited by the excitation sources in this study. An axisymmetric
loading will generate the axisymmetric T(0,1) mode, although the flexural modes in the
T(m,1) group will be excited by non-axisymmetric excitations or elbows. Because both
the T(m,1) and L(m,2) groups have dominant in-plane particle motion directions, the
T(0,1) wave excited by an axisymmetric loading is converted to these two types of wave
groups at the elbow region. In addition, every mode group will be separated into two
parts, since the resulting superimposed waves propagating along the outer side of the
elbow go across the elbow slower than the waves along the inner side.

Welds

Figure 5-1. Sample hollow cylinder specimen with a
short radius elbow.

Figure 5-2a shows the displacement field of the 80kHz axisymmetric T(0,1) wave
reflected by the first anisotropic axisymmetric weld. The reflected signals from the
second weld contain both the T(m,1) and L(m,2) groups (Figure 5-2b). The guided waves
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traveling through the elbow also were separated into the T(m,1) and L(m,2) mode groups,
as shown in Figure 5-2c. However, although one guided wave group excited by a same
source propagates together in a straight pipe, there are two parts of the T(m,1) group and
even more parts of the L(m,2) group generated by the elbow in Figure 5-2c. The complex
energy distribution of the L(m,2) group is caused by the dispersive flexural modes in the
group at this frequency.

Because the L(m,2) mode groups are too dispersive, we only consider the T(m,1)
groups for defect inspection and focusing beyond a elbow. According to Figure 5-2a,
because the guided waves propagating along the inner side of the elbow have short
propagation distance in the elbow area, they arrived at the subsequent straight pipe region
earlier than the waves along the outer side of the elbow. Hence, the guided waves were
effectively separated into two parts: one goes through the inner side of the elbow and the
other goes through the outer side. Much more energy is contained in the second T(m,1)
group comparing to the energy in the first group. Since the elbow works analogously as
two additional partially loaded “transducers”, the two T(m,1) groups have antisymmetric
angular profiles at a same axial distance in the straight pipe region in Figure 5-3.

Because an elbow has a tremendous effect on the guided wave energy
distribution, the angular profiles of a wave group generated by a partial loading on a
hollow cylinder are decided by both the excitation conditions and the influence of the
elbow when the waves have traveled through the elbow. Therefore, the analytical NME
method is not feasible for angular profile simulation in an elbow pipe.
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T(m,1) groups

L(m,2) groups

T(0,1)reflection
from the 1st weld

Transducer
location

T(m,1) and
L(m,2) Reflection
from the 2nd weld

2’

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5-2. FEA simulations of the 80kHz T(m,1) guided waves
propagating through a 90˚ short radius elbow in a 4” schedule 10 steel
pipe. The transducer is located at 2’ away from the first weld.
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Figure 5-3. Comparisons of the angular profiles of the two 80kHz T(m,1)
groups at different axial distances. The angular profiles of two these groups
are anti-symmetric at the same axial position.
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If the loading area on the 4” short radius elbow pipe is partitioned to four
quadrants, as illustrated in Figure 5-4, sample energy distributions in the “after elbow”
region are shown in Figure 5-5. Since the stress field in this “after elbow” region is
determined by the original excitation conditions as well as the elbow, variation of the
circumferential excitation locations only leads to restricted changes of angular profiles in
this region. Based on Figure 5-5, the energy distributions in this region is the overlap of
the variable stress field excited by transducers and a constant stress field decided by the
properties of the elbow. Therefore, focusing beyond an elbow will not achieve results as
good as in a straight pipe. In other words, guided waves may only be “partly” focused in
a hollow cylinder beyond an elbow.

Quadrant 1

Quadrant 4

Quadrant 2

Quadrant 3
Figure 5-4. Scheme of the excitation area which is
separated into four quadrants.
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Pipe end A

Pipe end B

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 5-5. Sample energy distributions in a 4” schedule 10 short radius elbow pipe
when the 80kHz T(m,1) guided waves were excited with: a) an axisymmetric
loading; b) a partial loading at Quadrant 1; c) a partial loading at Quadrant 2; and d)
a partial loading at Quadrant 3.
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Because the analytical focusing algorithm becomes inapplicable in an elbow pipe,
an alterative method is required to implement focusing beyond an elbow. There is a
method called the time reversal technique that can focus ultrasonic energy beyond an
inhomogeneous area. The time reversal technique achieves focusing based on the same
signal processing theory, although it obtains the input focusing data by an experimental
approach instead of the deconvolution calculation. The time reversal technique focuses
guided waves at a particular defect by receiving the defect echo and then re-transmitting
the time-reversed defect signal.

5.2 Time Reversal Technique

In applying the time reversal technique, a multi-channel phased array system is
needed, each excitation channel of which can generate arbitrary wave forms [56]. This
phased array is called a time-reversal mirror (TRM), which uses the time-reversed forms
of the received signals from the preselected focal point. Because the angular profiles at a
certain axial distance have a same shape in any radial position, a 1-D phased array is
enough for focusing in a hollow cylinder. When applying time reversal to focus a guided
wave group at a defect location, the TRM first has to record an ultrasonic signal scattered
by a defect. If the wave function Ri ( z , θ , t ) over the time range [0, τ] received by channel
i has a form as shown in Figure 5-6a, the time-reversed function Ri ( z , θ ,τ − t ) is
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illustrated in Figure 5-6b. Using Ri ( z , θ ,τ − t ) as the input signal for channel i forces the
guided wave to focus at the defect position.

(a) Received signal

(b) Time-reversed signal
Figure 5-6. Sample received ultrasonic wave form and the
corresponding time reversed wave form.

If guided waves are generated in an elbow pipe with axisymmetric excitations, the
reflected signals from a defect beyond the elbow may be received and recorded by every
individual channel of a phased array system, as shown in Figure 5-7a. Re-transmitting
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the time-reversed defect echoes by utilizing the phased array can focus the ultrasonic
energy at the defect location (Figure 5-7b).

Defect

Received defect
echoes

(a) The defect echoes received by a phased array, which works
as a TRM.

Defect

Time-reversed
defect echoes

(b) The time-reversed and re-emitted defect echoes, which are
generated by the phased array to achieve time reversal focusing.

Figure 5-7. Scheme of the time reversal focusing beyond an elbow in a
pipeline.
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5.3 Focusing beyond an Elbow

Experiments are conducted on a 4” schedule 10 steel pipe to achieve focusing
beyond an elbow by utilizing the time reversal technique. The specimen contains a 90˚
short radius elbow, as shown in Figure 5-8a. A low frequency 4-channel commercial
phased array, Teletest®, was used as the TRM (Figure 5-8b). Figure 5-8c illustrates the
two through-wall holes in this pipe. The diameter of the first hole is 1.75”; and the second
hole’s diameter is 0.7”. Since one of these holes is only 2” away from the other and wave
length of the T(m,1) modes are about 1.6”, the two holes work as one defect. The
schematic experimental setup is shown in Figure 5-9.

Welds

Holes

(a) Photograph showing the 4” schedule 10 pipe with a 90˚ short radius elbow
2”
0.7”

1.75”

(b) 4” Teletest tool

(c) Trough-wall holes

Figure 5-8. Photographs that show the 4” schedule 10 steel pipe with a short
radius elbow and two through-wall holes. The holes have 12.3% CSA and 5%
CSA.
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Welds

64”

22”

2”

42”

Through-wall
holes
Phased array

Figure 5-9. Scheme of experimental setup for the time reversal focusing
beyond an elbow. There are two through-wall holes in the 90˚ short radius
elbow 4” scheduled 10 steel pipe. The diameters of the holes are 1.75” and
0.7”.

When the 80kHz T(0,1) axisymmetric excitation was applied to the phased array,
superposing the received signals from all of the four individual channels yields a wave
form as shown in Figure 5-10a. The second T(m,1) defect echo group received by
channel i was time-reversed and then used as the input function of channel i. Retransmitting these time-reversed signal gives the focusing result in Figure 5-10b. The
defect echo increased significantly by implementing the time reversal focusing. Although
the time-reversed signals are caused by the second T(m,1) group, the defect echoes of the
first T(m,1) group also increased. Because these two groups have the same wave
behavior, the input parameters for focusing should be the same.
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(a) Superposed signals from all of the channels with an
axisymmetric excitation
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(b) Signals by applying the time reversal technique
Figure 5-10. Experimental results of pipe inspection with 80kHz T(m,1)
mode group in a 4” schedule 10 elbow pipe. The elbow has a short radius.
There are two through-wall holes at 92” ~ 101” from the transducer array.
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By using the experimental time-reversed signals as the input functions to the FEA
model, the energy distributions of the T(m,1) groups in the CSA of the target focal spot
are illustrated in Figure 5-11c-d. Figure 5-11a indicates the energy distribution at the
same axial position by applying an axisymmetric loading. The energy of both the 1st and
2nd T(m,1) groups increased at the focal spots, although the guided waves are also
concentrated at other circumferential positions.

(a) 1st T(m,1) group by
axisymmetric excitation

(c) focused 1st T(m,1)
group

(b) 2nd T(m,1) group by
axisymmetric excitation

(d) focused 2nd T(m,1)
group

Figure 5-11. Energy distributions of the T(m,1) at the focal distance. (a) – (b)
are the energy distributions of the first and second T(m,1) groups by utilizing
axisymmetric loading; (c)- (d) shows the focused results for the two T(m,1)
group. The input signals are using the experimental time-reversed defect
signals from a 4-channel phased array on a 4” schedule 10 elbow pipe.
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5.4 Summary

Three-dimensional FEA indicates that complex mode conversions occur in a pipe
elbow. A guided wave group traveling along the inner side of an elbow goes faster than
the same group on the outer side, hence, these waves arrive at the subsequent straight
pipe region at different times and are separated into different groups. For a dispersive
wave group, such as the 80kHz L(m,2) group in a 4” schedule 10 pipe, the energy of the
group becomes quite diverged when propagating through an elbow. Only a nondispersive mode can be used to achieve focusing.

The energy distribution of guided waves in hollow cylinders is strongly affected
by an elbow structure. The stress field in the region beyond an elbow is determined by
not only the excitation sources but also the influence of the elbow. It is difficult to focus
all the energy at a preselected position by applying input time delay and amplitude
controls to a phased array on an elbow pipe. The effect of the elbow may cause extra
focal spots at other circumferential locations. The input parameters of the phased array
can be decided by using the time reversal technique. Both the FEA and the experiments
show that the time reversal focusing technique is useful to focus at a defect beyond an
elbow.

Chapter 6
Concluding Remarks

6.1 Summary and Concluding Remarks

Ultrasonic guided wave inspection is one of the most important non-destructive
evaluation methods for pipeline safety. The sensitivity and accuracy of the guided wave
pipeline inspection can be improved by utilizing focusing techniques, which most often
increase the ultrasonic energy impinging onto the defects. Three typical focusing
techniques were used in this research. These focusing approaches include the
axisymmetric excitation with frequency tuning, the natural focusing with the FAT
technique, and the phased array focusing. The axisymmetric excitation with frequency
tuning can only change the wave structures of the guided waves; the FAT technique and
the phased array focusing can alter both the wave structures and angular profiles. A brief
comparison of the three focusing techniques is summarized in Table 6-1.
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Table 6-1: Focusing System Evaluation Features

Focusing Technique

Frequency
Tuning

Natural Focusing

Phased Array
Focusing

Defect detection
sensitivity

good

very good

excellent

Possible inspection
distance

long

longer

longest

Ability to determine
circumferential
location
Ability to determine
circumferential
length
Sufficient frequency
band of transducer

poor

poor

excellent

poor

poor

excellent

broad band

broad band

either narrow or
broad band

Types of wave modes

any

flexural modes
needed

flexural modes
needed

Axial length of
transducer

any

finite length

finite length

Circumferential
loading length

around the
circumference

partial loading

Inspection cost

reasonable

cheapest

phased array of
partially loaded
transducers
expensive

Real time Inspection?

yes

no

yes
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Because guided wave focusing techniques are not always achievable, it is
important to investigate the guided wave focusing potential for pipe inspections. For a
particular hollow cylinder, the guided wave focusing potential is determined by the
excitation conditions, such as incident wave mode, excitation frequency and transducer
size, and the geometry/material properties of the tubular waveguide.

There are many possible torsional and longitudinal groups of guided waves in a
hollow cylinder. The particle motion direction, velocity and frequency of the incident
wave will decide which groups can be generated. The amplitude of each wave mode in
this group depends upon the size of the excitation transducer. Usually, when the
dispersion curves of a group are diverse at an excitation frequency or the axial length of
the transducer is infinite, the amplitudes of the flexural modes become too small to
achieve focusing. If the generated guided wave group is in a “converging” region of the
dispersion curves and the axial length of the transducer is not very large (< 0.5m), only
the circumferential length of the transducer will significantly affect the focusing potential
in a cylindrical shell. Hence, contour plots of the circumferential loading length versus
focusing potential were obtained to show the possibility of carrying out focusing in a
particular hollow cylinder.

Besides the excitation conditions, the material and geometry inhomogeneities in
the hollow cylinder may also leads to a failure to focus. In this research, the influences of
anisotropic welds and some non-axisymmetric geometries (e.g. defects and elbows) for
focusing potential were studied.
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Highly oriented axisymmetric welds and seam welds in pipelines are usually
considered as anisotropic media. The axisymmetric welds rarely influence the guided
wave focusing potential, except it may reflect some ultrasonic energy and reduce the
possible propagation distances of guided waves. Nevertheless, seam welds can strongly
affect the ultrasonic energy distribution in pipelines. In a seam welded pipe, guided wave
energy was observed to be concentrated in the seam weld even when axisymmetric
excitation was applied. When implementing phased array focusing in a seam weld pipe,
the circumferential locations of the focal spots are slightly different from the pre-selected
focal position and hence become closer to the seam welds.

Theoretical simulations and experiments show that guided waves can successfully
focus beyond several small defects (<15% CSA). Although guided wave scattering
happens at a defect region, the circumferential and axial locations of the focal spots have
no obvious variations.

However, the guided wave energy distribution is significantly affected by an
elbow in a hollow cylinder. An elbow works as a second excitation source, which not
only changes the amplitudes of all of the excited wave modes but can also cause complex
mode conversions. Since an elbow forces the guided waves to change the particle motion
directions, some other mode groups may be excited. In addition, because the waves
traveling along the inner side of the elbow pass the elbow region earlier than the waves
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going along the outer side, each mode group is separated into two parts that have antisymmetric angular profiles.

Because the ultrasonic energy distribution is changed by elbows, the phased array
focusing algorithm becomes inapplicable in hollow cylinder with elbows. In order to
achieve focusing beyond an elbow, the time reversal technique is utilized. The time
reversal focusing employs a phased array to receive the defect echoes and to re-emit the
time-reversed signals. By using the time reversal technique, the guided wave energy can
be correctly focused at the defect locations.

6.2 Major Contributions

In this work, the following major contributions have been achieved:

1. For different pipe sizes, the focal spots in a hollow cylinder are successfully spun
around the circumference. The variations of either the input time delays or the
transducer locations can change the position of a focal spot by applying phased
array focusing. The circumferential locations of the defects can be determined
when the focal spot of the guided waves moves along the circumferential
direction at a particular axial defect location.
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2. A frequency and angle tuning (FAT) technique is developed and utilized to
improve the pipe inspection results by using a natural focusing technique. Both
frequency sweeping and loading angle tuning can change the positions of the
natural focal spots in a hollow cylinder. Therefore, by tuning frequency over a
sufficient range at different circumferential excitation locations, one can scan an
entire tubular structure with natural focusing guided wave inspection.

3. The wave structures of whole guided wave groups are calculated. For a fluid
loaded pipe, it is critical to choose a wave group with dominant in-plane
displacements, since the out-of-plane displacement will cause energy leakage.
Therefore, accurate simulations of the wave structures in tubes are valuable. The
phenomenon of a longitudinal mode group occurring when generating a torsional
group can be explained by an analysis of the wave structures.

4. Source influence for guided wave behavior and focusing potential in hollow
cylinders is investigated. A large circumferential length of an excitation
transducer will lead to smooth variation of the displacement distributions in the
circumferential direction. Therefore, the side lobes of the focal energy beam
usually decrease with an increase of the circumferential loading length.
Nevertheless, the possible number of excitation channels in a phased array is also
reduced when the transducers becomes larger. Hence, an appropriate transducer
size is important for phased array focusing.
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5. Focusing potential in axisymmetrically welded pipes was simulated by threedimensional FEM. A V-shape weldment as a transversely isotropic medium for
guided wave propagation was considered. Therefore, a study of focusing potential
beyond welds or focusing in a seam-weld pipe is important. Research shows that
the traditional phased array focusing technique becomes inapplicable in a seamweld pipe, since the ultrasonic energy distribution is strongly affected by the seam
weld. Nevertheless, phased array focusing beyond a weldment is successfully
carried out by applying the time delays and amplitude controls for an elastic
isotropic hollow cylinder.

6. Three-dimensional FEM computation demonstrates that phased array focusing
beyond small defects is also achievable. Guided waves propagating through small
defects will not cause variations of the focal spots.

7. FEM simulation shows that a seam weld strongly affects the energy distribution
and phased array focusing results in a cylindrical structure. Guided wave energy
tends to concentrate in seam welds. Therefore, the circumferential focal positions
become closer to a seam weld in pipe.

8. Mode conversions occurring in an elbow region are simulated by threedimensional FEM. Because the previous research of guided wave propagation
through elbows in hollow cylinders never correctly described the mode
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conversions, this study first provides a complete simulation for the guided wave
behavior in an elbow pipe.

9. The time reversal technique is numerically simulated and experimentally used to
focus guided waves beyond an elbow. Elbows in a hollow cylinder strongly affect
the guided wave behavior. Phased array focusing beyond an elbow cannot be
achieved based on the analytical calculations for straight pipes. If a phased array
is used as a time reversal mirror (TRM) to receive signals from a defect beyond
an elbow and then to re-transmit the time-reversed signals, the ultrasonic energy
can then be focused at the defect.

6.3 Further Work Suggestions

1.

The phased array focusing technique could possible be used to determine the
shape and size of a defect.

Defect sizing in pipe primarily includes the measurements of circumferential
length and maximum depth of a defect. Similar to the circumferential location method,
the circumferential sizing study could be based upon a phenomenon that reflected signals
of a defect are usually decreased by reducing the energy impinging onto the defect. In
order to estimate the circumferential length of a defect, the focused energy beam should
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be as narrow as possible so that we could accurately measure a defect with small
circumferential length. At a particular frequency, a narrow focused energy beam can be
achieved by utilizing small circumferential excitation lengths for each excitation element.
Some sample focused angular profiles of the T(0,1) wave group at 40kHz at z=222” in a
16” schedule 30 steel pipe are illustrated in Figure 6-1. Figure 6-1 shows that a narrower
focal beam was obtained by using a smaller circumferential loading length.

Figure 6-1. Sample focused T(0,1) angular profiles at z=222” in a 16” schedule 30
steel pipe by using phased array focusing technique with (a) 16 excitation channels
(cover angle of an individual channel is θ 0 =22.5˚), (b) 8 excitation channels
( θ 0 =45˚), and (c) 4 excitation channels ( θ 0 =90˚). The frequency is 40kHz.

The type of a defect can be determined by observing the wave scattering features
at the defect region. FEA and experiments would be required to obtain the wave
scattering features. A planar defect, such as a transverse crack, leads to a different wave
scattering field from the field of a volumetric defect, such as a corrosion or erosion
wastage or a pitting cluster zone. Based on the defect type and circumferential size of a
defect, the depth can be approximately estimated by the amplitudes of the defect echoes.
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2.

The guided wave modes and energy distribution in an elbow area can be
investigated by using the FEA.

Since an elbow forces guided waves to change their velocities and motions, the
wave behaviors in an elbow are different from the ones in a straight hollow cylinder. The
accurate analytical calculations are inapplicable for guided waves propagation in elbows
because of the complex geometry, hence, numerical simulations should be used to do the
analysis.

The former numerical calculations proved that the FEA correctly simulated the
guided wave propagations in hollow cylinders. Because the FEA is a powerful
calculation tool that can deal with any complex geometry of a structure, it should also be
available for guided wave analysis in elbows. Therefore, the wave behaviors in an elbow
may be calculated by applying the FEA.

3.

Because the time reversal focusing is only applicable when an identifiable defect
echo has been received, it is important to develop a phased array focusing
algorithm to focus guided waves at a small defect beyond an elbow.
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The FEA can simulate the angular profile at a particular position beyond an
elbow, therefore, the input parameters for phased array focusing at this location can be
calculated based on the angular profile. Once some angular profiles and wave structures
beyond an elbow were obtained, one may analyze the amplitudes of each wave mode and
then calculate the angular profiles at the other positions in the straight pipe region by
using the Normal Mode Expansion (NME) method. Therefore, the phased array focusing
can be achieved at any position beyond an elbow. Although the focusing results may not
be as good as in a straight pipe because of the influence of the elbow, the guided wave
inspection results could still be improved by utilizing this technique.
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Appendix A
ANALYTICAL SIMULATIONS OF GUIDED WAVES IN HOLLOW
CYLINDERS

A.1 Guided Wave Propagation in Hollow Cylinders
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Figure A-1. Reference cylindrical coordinates

For an elastic isotropic hollow cylinder with traction-free boundary conditions on
the inner and outer surfaces (Figure A-1), the wave propagation governing equation can
be expressed as:

r

r

(

r

µ∇ 2U + (λ + µ )∇∇ ⋅ U = ρ ∂ 2U ∂t 2

)

(A.1)
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r
where ρ presents the density, t is the time, and U indicates the displacement field, which

is a function of the three cylindrical coordinates and time. The µ and λ are Lamé
constants.

r
Let the displacement field U have a form as follows:

r
r
U = ∇Φ + ∇ × H

(A.2)

r
where the Φ is a dilatational scalar potential and the H is an equivoluminal vector
potential. An additional constraint is obtained from the gauge invariance analysis as
Equation (A.3) [3]:

r
∇⋅H = 0

(A.3)

Substituting Equation (A.2) into Equation (A.1) yields:

1 ∂ 2Φ
c1 ∂t 2

(A.4)

v
v
1 ∂2H
∇ H=
c 2 ∂t 2

(A.5)

∇ 2Φ =

2

where c1 is the longitudinal wave velocity and c 2 is the transverse wave velocity.
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In cylindrical coordinates, the following are applicable:

∂ 2 Φ 1 ∂Φ 1 ∂ 2 Φ ∂ 2 Φ
+
+
+
∂r 2 r ∂r r 2 ∂θ 2 ∂z 2
r
v
v
v
H = H r er + H θ eθ + H z e z
r
v
v
v
∇ 2 H = ∇ 2 (H r er + H θ eθ + H z e z )

∇ 2Φ =

1
1 ∂H θ v
1
)er + (∇ 2 H θ − 2 H θ
Hr − 2 2
2
r
r ∂θ
r
1 ∂H r v
v
+2 2
)eθ + ∇ 2 H z e z
r ∂θ

(A.6)
(A.7)

= (∇ 2 H r −

(A.8)

Assuming the following generalized solutions:
Φ = f ( r ) Θ ( m θ ) e i ( kz −ωt )
H r = hr (r )Θ r (mθ )e i ( kz −ωt )

(A.9)

H θ = hθ (r )Θθ (mθ )e i ( kz −ωt )

H z = hz (r )Θ z (mθ )e i ( kz −ωt )
where k denotes the wave number; m is the circumferential order of a wave mode; the
Θ(mθ ) and Θ ξ (mθ ) (ξ = r, θ, z) are sinusoidal functions with respect to the wave type
(longitudinal wave type or torsional wave type). The f (r ) and hξ (r ) (ξ = r, θ, z) are
unknown coefficient functions. If only considering the axisymmetric wave modes,
Equation (A.9) can be simplified [25] to be a 2-D problem, as:

Φ = f (r )e i ( kz −ωt )
H θ = hθ (r )e i ( kz −ωt )

(A.10)
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Equation (A.10) shows the potential functions for the axisymmetric guided wave
modes in tubular structures.

According to Meitzler [54], Zemanek [31], and Silk and Bainton [55], there are
three mode types for time harmonic guided waves in hollow cylindrical media: 1) the
axisymmetric longitudinal modes (L(0,n)), 2) axisymmetric torsional modes (T(0,n)), and
3) the flexural longitudinal and torsional modes (F L(m,n) and F T(m,n) ). The longitudinal
and torsional modes are axisymmetric. The flexural modes are non-axisymmetric and can
appear in either longitudinal or torsional mode groups. For convenience, any mode in a
longitudinal mode group will be renamed as L(m,n) and any mode in a torsional mode
group as T(m,n). L(m,n) is an axisymmetric longitudinal mode when m = 0, else it is a
non-axisymmetric flexural mode. T(m,n) is similar.

Let:
2

2

α 2 = ω 2 c1 − k 2 , β 2 = ω 2 c 2 − k 2
α1 = α ,

β1 = β

(A.11)

Substituting Equations (A.6)-(A.9) and (A.11) into Equations (A.4) and (A.5)
gives:
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f = AZm(α1r) + BWm(α1r)

h3= hz = A3Zm(β1r) + B3Wm(β1r)

(A.12)

2h1 = (hr − hθ ) = 2A1Zm+1(β1r) + 2B1Wm+1(β1r)

2h2 = (hr + hθ ) = 2A2Zm−1(β1r) + 2B2Wm−1(β1r)

where the Z m and Wm are the mth order Bessel functions of different types, which are
determined by the following definitions:

c1k <ω: Zm (α1r),Zm (β1r) : J(αr), J(βr); Wm (α1r),Wm (β1r) :Y(αr),Y(βr)
c2k <ω < c1k : Zm (α1r),Zm (β1r) : I(α1 r), J(βr);

ω < c2k : Zm (α1r),Zm (β1r) : I(α1 r), I(β1 r);

Wm (α1r),Wm (β1r) : K(α1 r),Y(βr)

Wm (α1r),Wm (β1r) : K(α1 r), K(β1 r).
(A. 13)

Submitting Equation (A.12) into the gauge invariance Equation (A.3) gives:

1
(h1 + h2 + rh1′ + rh2′ + mh2 − mh1 + ikrh3 ) = 0
r

(A.14)

Substituting Equation (A.6)-(A.9) and (A.12) into Equation (A.2) yields the
displacement field. The displacement field for the longitudinal wave is:
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U r = [ f ′ + (m r )h3 + ikh1 − ikh2 ]cos(mθ )e i ( kz −ωt )
U θ = ⎡− (m r ) f + ik (h1 + h2 ) − h3
⎢⎣
′
′
U z= ⎡− ikf + h2 − h1 − (m + 1)(h1
⎢⎣
cos(mθ )e i ( kz −ωt )

′⎤
sin(mθ )e i ( kz −ωt )
⎥⎦
r ) − (m − 1)(h2 r )⎤
⎥⎦

(A.15)

Then switching the cos(mθ ) and sin(mθ ) gives the displacement field for torsional
waves [8-10].

Using elasticity theory, one obtains the stress field for longitudinal waves:

σ rr = λ∆ + 2 µε rr = λ∇ 2 Φ + 2 µε rr
⎧
ω2
m ′ m
⎡
′
′ ⎤⎫
= ⎨− λ 2 f + 2µ ⎢ f ′′ − h3 + 2 h3 − ikh2 + ikh1 ⎥ ⎬ cos(mθ )e i (ωt − kz )
r
c1
r
⎣
⎦⎭
⎩
⎧
⎡
m⎛ ′ h ⎞
′
′ ⎤⎫
= ⎨− λ α 2 + k 2 f + 2µ ⎢ f ′′ + ⎜ h3 − 3 ⎟ + ik (h1 − h2 )⎥ ⎬
r⎝
r ⎠
⎦⎭
⎣
⎩
i ( kz −ωt )
cos(mθ )e

(

)

⎡ ∂ ⎛ U θ ⎞ 1 ∂U r ⎤
⎜
⎟+
⎥
⎣ ∂r ⎝ r ⎠ r ∂θ ⎦

σ rθ = 2µε rθ = 2µ (1 2)⎢r

⎡ 2m ⎛
f ⎞
⎛ m +1
″
′⎞
2
= µ⎢
h1 − h1 ⎟ (A.16)
⎜ f ′ − ⎟ − ⎛⎜ 2h3 + β h3 ⎞⎟ − ik ⎜
⎝
⎠
r⎠
⎝ r
⎠
⎣ r ⎝
⎛ m −1
′ ⎞⎤
+ ik ⎜
h2 − h2 ⎟⎥ sin( mθ )e i ( kz −ωt )
⎝ r
⎠⎦
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⎡ ∂U r ∂U z ⎤
+
∂r ⎥⎦
⎣ ∂z

σ rz = 2µε rz = 2µ (1 2)⎢

⎧
m ⎛ ′ m +1 ⎞
mk
= µ ⎨− 2ikf ′ − ⎜ h1 +
h1 ⎟ + β 2 − k 2 (h1 − h2 ) −
h3
r⎝
r
r
⎠
⎩

(

−

)

m ⎛ ′ m − 1 ⎞⎫
h2 ⎟⎬ cos(mθ )e i ( kz −ωt )
⎜ h2 −
r⎝
r
⎠⎭

Similarly, switching the cos(mθ ) and sin(mθ ) gives the stress field for torsional
waves.

There are totally six traction free boundary conditions on the inner ( r = a ) and
outer ( r = b ) surfaces of the hollow cylinder:

σ rr = σ rθ = σ rz = 0 , at

r=a

and

r = b (A.17)

and the gauge invariance conditions, as shown in Equation (A.14).

To solve the 8 unknown coefficients ( A , B , A1 , B1 , A2 , B2 , A3 , B3 ), substituting
Equations (A.15) and (A.16) into Equations (A.17) and (A.14) gives 8 characteristic
equations, which can be written in a matrix form as:

⎡C11
⎢C
⎢ 21
⎢ M
⎢
⎣C81

C12 L C18 ⎤ ⎡ A ⎤ ⎡0⎤
C 22 L C 28 ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢ B ⎥⎥ ⎢0⎥
=⎢ ⎥
M O M ⎥⎢ M ⎥ ⎢M ⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
C82 L C88 ⎦ ⎣ B3 ⎦ ⎣0⎦

(A.18)
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Setting a zero value for the determinant of the global coefficient matrix [C] leads
to the dispersion equations:

C (ω , k ) 8×8 = 0

(A.19)

The individual elements in the matrix [C ]8×8 have the following forms:

When r = a , we obtain the elements in the first three rows as:
C11 =
C12 =

2µ

λ
2µ

λ

Z m " (α 1 r ) − k l Z m (α 1 r ) ;
2

W m " (α 1 r ) − k l W m (α 1 r ) ;
2

C13 =

Z (β r )
2 µm
(Z m ' ( β 1r ) − m 1 )
λr
r

C14 =

W (β r )
2 µm
(W m ' ( β 1 r ) − m 1 )
λr
r

C15 =
C16 =

2 µki

λ
2 µki

λ

C17 = −
C18 = −
C 21 =

Z m −1 ' ( β 1 r )
W m −1 ' ( β 1 r )

2 µki

λ
2 µki

λ

Z m +1 ' ( β 1 r )
W m +1 ' ( β 1 r )

2 m Z m (α 1 r )
(
− Z m ' (α 1 r ))
r
r
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C 22 =

2 m W m (α 1 r )
(
− W m ' (α 1 r ))
r
r

C 23 = − ( 2 Z m " ( β 1 r ) + ( k s − k 2 ) Z m ( β 1 r ))
2

C 24 = − ( 2W m " ( β 1 r ) + ( k s − k 2 )W m ( β 1 r ))
2

C 25 = − ik (

m −1
Z m −1 ( β 1 r ) + Z m −1 ' ( β 1 r ))
r

C 26 = − ik (

m −1
W m −1 ( β 1 r ) + W m −1 ' ( β 1 r ))
r

C 27 = ik (

m +1
Z m +1 ( β 1 r ) − Z m +1 ' ( β 1 r ))
r

C 28 = ik (

m +1
W m +1 ( β 1 r ) − W m +1 ' ( β 1 r ))
r

C 31 = − 2ikZ m ' (α 1 r )
C 32 = − 2ikW m ' (α 1 r )
C 33 = −

ikm
Z m (β1r )
r

C 34 = −

ikm
Wm (β1r )
r

C 35 = (

m ( m − 1)
m
2
− k s + 2 k 2 ) Z m −1 ( β 1 r ) − Z m −1 ' ( β 1 r )
2
r
r

C 36 = (

m ( m − 1)
m
2
− k s + 2 k 2 )W m −1 ( β r ) − W m −1 ' ( β r )
2
r
r

C 37 = − (

m ( m + 1)
m
2
− k s + 2 k 2 ) Z m +1 ( β 1 r ) − Z m +1 ' ( β 1 r )
2
r
r

C 38 = − (

m ( m + 1)
m
2
− k s + 2 k 2 )W m +1 ( β 1 r ) − W m +1 ' ( β 1 r )
2
r
r

(A.20)
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Let r = b , the 4th~6th rows in the matrix have the same expressions as the first
three rows. The elements in the last two rows are deduced from the gauge invariance:

C 71 = C 72 = C 74 = C 76 = C 78 = 0 ; C 73 = ik ; C 77 = − β ;

C 81 = C 82 = C 83 = C 85 = C 87 = 0 ; C84 = ik ; C86 = β ;

(A.21)

If c ≥ c 2 , C 75 = β and C88 = − β ; else, C 75 = − β and C88 = β .

Solving the eigenvalue problems yields the dispersion curves and the
displacement distributions for each wave mode. Figures A-2 and A-3 show examples of
the longitudinal and torsional wave dispersion curves and wave structures in a 4”
schedule 40 steel pipe.

Sample wave structures and angular profiles of the axisymmetric wave modes
L(0,1) and the non-axisymmetric wave modes L(2,1) in the same pipe are illustrated in
Figure A-4 and A-5. From these figures, one can see that the wave structures of the
modes in a same group are similar with slight differences. For example, the displacement
in the circumferential direction is zero for the axisymmetric mode L(0,1), although it has
a small value for the L(2,1) mode. Oppositely, the mth mode in any longitudinal or
torsional mode group has the exact same angular profile for any pipe size. In another
words, the angular profile of an individual guided wave mode in a hollow cylinder is only
decided by its order number. Figure A-5 demonstrates the angular profiles of 0th ~2nd
order longitudinal wave mode.
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Figure A-2. Dispersion curves in 4” schedule 40 steel pipe for the
longitudinal mode groups, involving axisymmetric modes L(0,n) and nonaxisymmetric modes L(m,n) (m=1,2,3,…).
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Figure A-3. Dispersion curves in 4” schedule 40 steel pipe for the torsional
mode groups, involving axisymmetric modes T(0,n) and non-axisymmetric
modes T(m,n) (m=1,2,3,…).
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Figure A-4. Sample wave structures in 4” schedule 40 steel pipe for (a) the
longitudinal axisymmetric mode L(0,1) and (b) the longitudinal nonaxisymmetric mode L(2,1) at the frequency = 100kHz, 200kHz, 300kHz, and
400kHz..
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure A-5. Angular profiles of (a) the longitudinal axisymmetric mode L(0,n), (b)
the first order longitudinal flexural mode L(1,n), and (c) the second order
longitudinal flexural mode L(2,n). The group number n does not affect the angular
profile of a certain mode

A.2 Excitation Conditions and Energy Distributions

The particle velocity field in a cylindrical shell can be derived from the Equation
(A.15) as:

v r = Rrmn (r )Θ mr (mθ )e i (ωt − k

mn

z)

vθ = Rθmn (r )Θθm (mθ )e i (ωt − k

mn

z)

v z = R zmn (r )Θ mz (mθ )e i (ωt − k

mn

z)

(m=0,1,2,…; n=1,2,3,…)

(A.22)
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Ditri and Rose presented the orthogonality relation between two flexural guided
wave modes in hollow cylinders as [15]:

Ρm ln s = −

1
v* ˆ v* ˆ
v
(v mn
⋅ Tls + vls ⋅ Tmn ) ⋅ e z dV = 0 , m ≠ l or k mn ≠ k ls
∫
∫
D
4
(A.23)

v
where v and Tˆ are the particle velocity vectors and stress tensors of the L(m,n) and L(l,s)
modes; the asterisk indicates complex conjugation, and D denotes the cross-sectional area
of the hollow cylinder. For a liquid coupled “Lamb type” wave generator (Figure A-4),
the loading condition becomes:

v
v ⎧− p1 (θ ) p 2 ( z )er ,
ˆ
T ⋅ nr = ⎨
z > L, or
⎩ 0,

z ≤ L, θ ≤ α , r = b

(A.24)

θ > α , or r ≠ b
v
er

2L

v
ez
Transducer

2α

v
eθ

b
a

Figure A-4. An elastic isotropic hollow cylinder loaded by an
ultrasonic transducer
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Ditri and Rose derived the amplitude of the wave propagation at the positive z
direction for the mth mode of the nth mode group for this partial loading case as follows:

mn

mn
+

A

R mn (r )e − ik z rn +1
=− r
4Ρmmnn

∫

∞

−∞

−α + 2π

∫α
−

Θ mr (mθ ) p1 (θ )dθ

,z ≥ L

(A.25)

mn

p 2 ( z )e ik z dz

An example of an amplitude distribution of a 100kHz L(m,1) mode group in a 4”
schedule 40 steel pipe is illustrated in Figure A-6. The guided waves were generated by a
transducer with 45˚ circumferential loading angle and 1” axial length.

Figure A-6. Sample amplitude distribution of L(m,1) mode
group in a 4” schedule 40 steel pipe with 45-degree
circumferential loading at 100kHz.
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Sun et al stated the shear horizontal excitation condition in 2003 as [8]:

v
⎧
−
θ
p
p
z
e
(
)
(
)
v
1
2
θ,
Tˆ ⋅ nθ = ⎨
z > L, or
⎩ 0,

z ≤ L, θ ≤ α , r = b

θ > α , or r ≠ b

(A.26)

which leads to the amplitude equation:

mn

mn
+

A

R mn (r )e − ik z rn +1
=− θ
4Ρmmnn

∫

∞

−∞

−α + 2π

∫α
−

Θθm (mθ ) p1 (θ )dθ

, z ≥ L (A.27)

mn

p 2 ( z )e ik z dz

In 2001, Li and Rose obtained the displacement angular profiles for one guided
wave group propagating in a hollow cylinder by using the amplitude A+mn as weight
functions to sum up the angular profiles of all the modes in this group [6]. Because the
angular profile of each wave mode is invariable, the angular profile of a mode group at
the axial distance z 0 and the radial location r0 is determined by the weight
functions A+mn ( z 0 , r0 ) . Because the energy distribution is primarily concentrated in the

first several modes (Figure A-6), the angular profiles can be simulated by employing a
relatively limited number of modes. Some sample angular profiles are illustrated in
Figure A-7. In addition, the wave structures of a guided wave group can also be
calculated by employing the weight functions A+mn . Because the wave structures of all the
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modes in a same group are very similar, the values of A+mn do not significantly affect the
wave structures as well as the angular profiles of a particular mode group. Figure A-8
involves some sample wave structures of the L(m,1) group in a 4” schedule 40 pipe,
which are similar to the wave structures of a single mode in the same pipe in Figure A-4.

Figure A-7. Sample angular profile of the T(m,1) wave mode group
propagating in 2” steel pipe with 0.125” wall thickness by using 45˚
circumferential loading at 545kHz.
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Figure A-8. Wave structures of the L(m,1) mode group in 4” schedule 40
steel pipe at the frequency = 100kHz, 200kHz, 300kHz, and 400kHz.

Appendix B
NONTECHNICAL ABSTRACT
Acoustical waves at a frequency above 20kHz are called ultrasonic waves, which
cannot to be heard by the human ear. There are two different types of ultrasonic waves:
bulk waves and guided waves. A bulk wave is the wave propagating in an infinite
medium which is not affected by the boundaries of the medium. A bulk wave in air can
be heard as a train whistle as reflected from a far away mountain. Guided waves include
the ultrasonic waves in bounded waveguides, such as plates, pipes, and rods. Due to their
excellent penetration possibility and great inspection sensitivity, ultrasonic waves are
widely used in the non-destructive evaluations (NDE) of various structures.

Bulk waves in elastic isotropic materials involve longitudinal waves and
transverse waves. The particle motion direction of a longitudinal wave is parallel to the
wave propagation direction (a gas explosion underground); the particle motion direction
of a transverse wave (also known as a shear wave) is perpendicular to the wave
propagation direction (a shear force from an earthquake). The dominant particle motions
of the so-called longitudinal guided waves in a hollow cylinder are either in the axial
direction or in the radial direction; the torsional guided waves involve dominant
circumferential-direction particle motions. Based on the particle behavior, the
longitudinal or torsional guided waves can be separated into individual mode groups.
Each group contains one axisymmetric wave mode with axisymmetric energy distribution
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and infinite flexural modes with non-axisymmetric energy distributions. All the wave
modes in one mode group have pretty similar particle motions. By applying an
axisymmetric excitation source, one can only generate axisymmetric guided waves in an
elastic isotropic tubular structure.

Prior research shows that a group of guided waves in cylindrical structures can be
focused at a predetermined spot by aligning the phases of all of the major wave modes.
There are usually two ways to focus at a particular circumferential position in a pipe: 1)
using a partially loaded transducer to make the ultrasonic energy be naturally focused; 2)
applying input time delays and amplitude controls of a multi-channel phased transducer
array to focus at a predetermined point.

However, natural focusing and phased array focusing are not always applicable.
First, the transducers themselves have many limitations with respect to focusing. The
excited wave types and groups are decided by the incident waves generated by the
transmitters. In addition, appropriate excitation frequencies and reasonable transducer
sizes are important for controlling energy distribution in pipes. Second, the properties of
the hollow cylinder itself also strongly affect the focusing potential. The energy
distributions in a pipe change with the pipe size and material. Some geometry and
material inhomogeneities, such as elbows, branches, and anisotropic welds, may also
influence the guided wave behavior in a tubular structure.
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The purpose of this research work was to investigate the focusing possibility in
hollow cylinders. The frequency and angle tuning (FAT) technique was presented to
enhance natural focusing inspection and to make sure that a pipe was thoroughly scanned
for defects. Influence of the excitation source for natural focusing potential and phased
array focusing potential was also studied. Contour charts of focusing potential at
particular distances in a pipe were employed as a directory to find a right transducer size
and frequency to carry out focusing. When guided waves are focused beyond small
defects and transversely isotropic welds, the focal location is not affected by these
geometry or material inhomogeneities. Nevertheless, a seam weld can lead to anomalous
variations of energy distributions and inaccuracy of phased array focusing. Also an elbow
in a pipe extremely changes the guided wave behaviors. The so-called time reversal
technique is used to achieve phased array focusing beyond an elbow. The time reversal
technique utilizes a phased array as a time-reversal mirror (TRM), which records the
signals from either a transmitter or a reflector at the preselected focal point and then reemits the time-reversed signals. This time reversal technique can be implemented to
focus beyond an inhomogeneous area in an isotropic hollow cylinder.
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